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This thesis analyzed material on Mexican railroad 

development before 1876 to determine what principles under-

lay public action in this area. Only significant or recurring 

concessions concerning connecting Mexico City and Veracruz, 

transcontinental communication, and tying the United States 

and Mexico by rail were studied, since they provided the 

best means of tracing public action over an extended period 

of time. 

Mexico hoped to exploit fully its legendary natural 

ealth and develop its economy after separating from Spain 

in 1821. An important factor of that development was an 

adequate transportation system, which Mexico lacked. By 

1833 railroads superseded roads and canals (of which Mexico 

had none) as the ideal means. Early rail ventures in the 

United States and Europe provided the models Mexico might 

follow; however, Mexico was politically unstable and poor, 

having little investing capital or capitalistic experience. 

Should it follow the costly "partnership in enterprise" policy 

of the United States, where government took an active role, 

w 



extending generous cash and land grants? Should railroads 

remain strictly a private matter? Finally, should the 

government be restrictive and subordinate concessionaires 

to national interest? The government's conception of its 

role fluctuated between 1824 and 1876. 

The first Mexican railroad policy era (1824-1867) was 

characterized by paper railroads, meager subsidies, little 

actual construction, and governmental ascendancy over 

concessionaires. Mexico tried to steer a course between 

public sponsorship and private development. It let numerous 

contracts for a Mexico City-Veracruz line (the Mexican 

Railway), but little progress was made until a generous 
\ 

cash subsidy was included in an 1861 concession. Numerous 

contracts for a transcontinental railroad across the Isthmus 

of Tehuantepec failed, for no isthmian contract contained 

a cash subsidy. Mexico found that instability, meager 

subsidies, and restrictive concessions frustrated railroad 

construction. Furthermore, Mexico learned that foreign 

concessionaires and investors could provoke international 

problems concerning acquisition and forfeiture of concessions. 

Mexico found the second era (1867-1876) only slightly 

more successful than the first. The lavishly subsidized 

Mex i can Railway was completed. During re - chartering proceedings 



in 1867, the public debated government policy. Critics 

argued that the Mexican railway had received too large a 

subsidy and too many charter modifications since 1861; 

therefore, a new charter was in order. Defenders argued 

that if Mexico wanted railroads it must make sacrifices and 

re-charter the company with a subsidy. The Juarez government 

concluded that it was best to renew the charter with sub-

stantially the same provisions extended in 1861. Benito 

Juarez's successor, Sebastian Lerdo de Tejada, faced the 

arrival of Yankee entrepreneurs seeking concessions. 

These men evoked another public debate. They sought 

cash and land grants in addition to exclusive concessions. 

Lerdo preferred European to Yankee capital; however, when 

national projects failed, he was forced to contract with 

United States citizens. Further attempts for a successful 

isthmian project failed under Juarez and Lerdo. 

Mexico h,ad tried to find that elusive balance between 

national interest, private interest, and financial stability, 

which would stimulate railroad construction without sub-

ordinating the nation to concessionaires. It proved an 

impossible goal; Mexico did not compare favorably with the 

United States in the success of its policies. 
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CHAPTER I 

THE SOUL OF THE NATION 

In April 1847, one Mexican commented that "la industria, 

la agricultura i el comercio son el alma de las naciones. 

It followed, then, that the government must foster the 

foregoing above other internal improvements if Mexico were 

to play her proper role in the world economic community. 

This author, however, also insisted that the state adjust 

2 

its expenditures with its income. By the early 1830's the 

railroad had become a prominent status symbol as well as a 

component of the modern economic state. Therefore, it is 

not surprising that the first Mexican charter was granted 

in 1837. Furthermore, given the instability and chaos 

in pre-Diaz Mexico, it is not surprising that the first and 

many successive charters never bore fruit. 

Nonetheless, promoters were ever optimistic and the govern-

ment was willing. Indeed, legislation and decrees con-

cerning railroad promotion and charters for the period 1824-

1876 comprise some 3,000 pages of public documents; however, 

^E1 Federalista, Morelia, Michoacan, 4 April 1847, p. 4. 

2Ibid. 



not one established any central policy or plan of development. 

The purpose of this thesis is to analyze the material on 

Mexican railroad development before 1876 to determine what 

principles underlay public action in this area. In analyzing 

public action this thesis will focus on railroads and on an 

analysis of proposals concerning connecting the capital with 

the Gulf Coast, transcontinental communication, and tying the 

United States and Mexico together. Only significant or 

recurring concessions in these areas need be studied, as 

they provide the best means of tracing public policy over an 

extended period of time. 

Other than the Mexican desire for modernity, what other 

reasons lay behind the hunger for railroads? Mexico is a 

land of legendary wealth and economic promise. The accom-

plished Mexican economist Carlos Diaz Dufoo claimed that 

3 

Mexico is "naturally rich but economically poor." Wealth 

was there and economic promise great; what was needed was 

development. In the nineteenth century, railroad promoters 

always in search of fast investment dollars, foisted upon 

3 
Angel Garibay K., direc., Diccionario Porrua de 

historia, biograffa y_ geografia de Mexico (Mexico , D. F. : 
Editorial Porrua, 1965), p. 504 (hereafter cited as Diccionario 
Porrua); Daniel Cosio Villegas, American Extremes (Extremos 
de America), trans. Americo Paredes (Austin: University of 
Texas Press, 1964), p. 174. 



the investing public the idea that railroads were the finest 

means of creating the desired development. Writing in 1881, 

Robert B. Gorsuch, an American engineer much acquainted 

with early Mexican rail ventures, wrote perhaps the stereotype 

of all such descriptions. 

With a climate unsurpassed in variety and beauty, with 
a soil, for the most part virgin, and teaming with the 
products of all the zones concentrated within a smaller 
area than on any other portion of the globe, with broad 
valleys producing all the luscious fruits of the globe 
with the products of all the tropics, where one can 
stand and look up to her pine clad mountains crowned 
in perpetual snow . . . ̂  The one great need that 
Mexico has is railroads. 

Some, however, maintained that there was always more 

legend than wealth. The eminent historian, Daniel Cosio 

Villegas, hopefully burst the bubble for all time in his 

b°°k American Extremes. He argued that the legend began 

with Cortes and grew until it became fact in men's minds. 

Mexico was poor in coal and iron, two important industrial 

bases. Its mineral wealth was overrated. Time had shown 

it incapable of producing "all the luscious fruits of the 

globe" in quantity for export.5 Thus Cosio Villegas revised 

4 
Robert B. Gorsuch, The Republic of Mexico and Rail-

roads . . . A New Era Dawning upon the Republic (New~York: 
Hosford and Sons, 1881), p. 1. 

5 _ 
Cosxo Villegas, American Extremes, pp. 158-165; 

Gorsuch, The Republic of Mexico and Railroads . . . A New 
Era Dawning upon the Republic, p. 1. ~ 



Dufoo to read Mexico is "by nature . . . relatively poor" 

and "economically is poor."*' 

Furthermore, economic development required not only 

natural resources but also financial backing. Not only 

did Mexico have little history of capitalistic endeavor; it 

also had little liquid capital. Mexican wealth, outside 

mining interests, was represented "in land, in cattle, and 

7 

m plantations," not specie. In large measure, whatever 

investing capital there was in Mexico, and Latin America 

in general, had traditionally gone to Europe, or to the 

narrowest of markets, which offered twelve to twenty percent 
8 

returns. Early British envoy H. G. Ward concluded that 

during the eleven years after the "Grito de Dolores" between 

eighty and one hundred million dollars of native capital, 
9 

mostly specie, left Mexico. Mexico fared little better 

in the chaotic, and often reactionary, early post - independence 

years, since -these conditions drove domestic capital under-

ground or elsewhere, left Mexico bereft of Spanish investments, 
6Cosio Villegas, American Extremes, p. 176. 
7 
Adolph A. Berle, Latin American Diplomacy and Reality 

(New York: Harper and Row, 1962), p. 34. 
8 T « _ 
Ibid. pp. 34-35. 

9 
H.B. Ward, Mexico in 1827, 2 vols. (London: Henry 

Colburn, 1828), 1:451. 
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and caused fledgling foreign investors to shy away. 

For the same reasons, Mexican railroad promoters received 

little support for their pleas for succor. Moreover, native 

manufactures fell gradually into disuse as Mexicans were 

able to purchase better goods from abroad.11 

While the bubble of legendary wealth was fast becoming 

a national aneurism, economic development became a cause 

celebre. Lack of adequate capital forced promoters to turn 

elsewhere. At the same time Mexicans came to grips with the 

economic dogma of the age. Advocates of laissez-faire con-

fronted supporters of direct and/or indirect government 

intervention. Both groups were imbued with the capitalist 

creed and seemed to agree with the Argentine patriot, Mariano 

Moreno,"that the fruits of the land are the true wealth of 

a country . . . [and] that [t]he love of gain is the keenest 

incentive for men to work, to foster industry, and to carry 
12 

out the hardest undertakings." Charles R. Hale argues 

that there were two "broad approaches" to economic development 

•^Charles R. Hale, Liberalism in the Age of Mora, 1821-
1853 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1968), p. 265. 

11Ward, Mexico in 1827, 1:439. 

12 
Mariano Picon-Salas, A Cultural History of Spanish 

America from Conquest to Independence (Berkeley: University 
of California Press, 1968), p. 168. 



during the generation after 1821, the pragmatic and the 

doctrinaire. These two approaches are better understood 

within the matrix of the federalist-centralist controversy, 

which was the main bone of political contention between 

1821 and 1853.13 

Jose Luis Mora (1794-1850) was the outstanding spokes-

man and exponent of the federalist philosophy and the 

doctrinaire approach to economic development. To federalists 

stability and economic progress were not as important as lib-

erty and equality. Desirous of a loose association of sover-

eignties, federalists nonetheless retained some Bourbon ideas 

in education, scientific agriculture, and transportation.1^ 

Laissez-faire was the doctrinaire philosophy; consequently, 

Adam Smith and Gaspar Melchor de Jovellanos, an early Spanish 

liberal, were prominent in the doctrinaire pantheon. However, 

the doctrinaire Mexicans were as much motivated by revulsion 

against colonial policy as by philosophy.15 

Orthodox extractive mercantilism characterized Spanish 

economic policy before the Bourbon reforms. Agriculture and 

13 
Hale, Liberalism in the Age of Mora, 1821-1853, p. 249. 

14 
Howard F. Cline, The United States and Mexico (New 

York: Atheneum, 1965), p. 42. 

15Hale, Liberalism in the Age of Mora, 1821-1853, pp. 
249-250. : 



mining were the basic industries of Mexico and, indeed, of 

all Spanish colonies. Spain was not inclined toward 

developing manufacturing industries in the colonies since 

they would compete with rather than complement the mother 

country. Furthermore, natural conditions "were conducive" 

to producing and exporting "raw materials to the exclusion 

of most everything else."1^ Colonial industries existed, 

1 7 

however, with textile endeavors becoming the most developed. 

Bourbon reforms alleviated many long-standing restric-

tions upon commerce, such as lack of intercolonial trade 

and overly centralized distribution of goods. Concerning 
1 8 

social capital, the crown assigned no revenues. Creation 

was left to groups of private individuals whose monopolies 

collected tolls in payment. For example, the Consul ado, or 

commercial guild, of Veracruz shouldered the construction 

and maintenance of a highway to the capital.19 

The centralist philosophy and the pragmatic approach 

were more rooted in colonialism. Yet its exponents were 
X 6 

C.H. Haring, The Spanish Empire in America (New York: 
Harcourt, Brace and World, 1947), pp. 242, 293. 

"^Ibid. , p. 243. 

18 
Haring, The Spanish Empire in America, pp. 321-323. 

19 
Charles C. Cumberland, Mexico, the Struggle for Modern-

(New York: Oxford University Press, 1968), p. 110. 
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not above adopting liberal ideas when they met the need. 

Centralists believed in furthering the ideas of the Bourbon 

Renaissance, and in a "stable, powerful, central, [and] 

20 ^ ~ 
national government." Lucas Alaman and Estevan de Antunano 

were the two outstanding exponents of the pragmatic approach. 

The centralist and conservative Alaman courted laissez-faire, 

but gradually changed his mind. It was not so much philoso-

phic thought as business experience that prompted Antunano 

and Alaman to support tariffs and direct government inter-

vention rather than laissez-faire. Antunano's fledgling 

textile concerns suffered from foreign competition, and 

Alaman's attempts to revive mining through laissez-faire 

failed. Most of all, the pragmatic approach supported 

national industry.^"*" 

The final ouster of Santa Anna by the "Revolution of 

Ayutla" ushered in the era of the Reform. Here, the mestizo 

element tried "to make Mexico a modern middle-class state, 

based on a federal republican constitution, the supreme 

2 2 
law." The move of the more radical elements to increase 

20 C l i n e > T h e United States and Mexico, pp. 41-42. 

21 
H a l e > Liberalism in the Age of Mora, 1821-1853, pp 

263 - 2 79. 

22 
Cline, The United States and Mexico, pp. 44-45. 



national wealth by liquidating the "monopolized assets 

23 

of the Church" caused a split in the federalist ranks. 

Unfortunately, the scope of the federalist Constitution of 

1857 did not extend far enough beyond solving political 
24 

problems to include measures for economic or social reform. 

Disgruntled federalists allied with centralists to 

oppose the reform. Though defeated in 1867, with the French 

intervention supporting them, they had gained a short-lived 

respite. Their "Second Empire" was a futile attempt to 
25 

return to old centralist principles. Nonetheless, the 

generous charter to the Imperial Mexican Railway Company 

got more track built than under any previous regime, though 

it was as much due to the tenacity of the construction company 

as to government policy. However, the Juarista victory of 
2 6 

1867 put an end to the Second Empire. It could be argued 

that the real war of independence was now won. While the 

victory of 1821 concluded political separation from Spain, 

it was not until the collapse of the Second Empire that the 

last vestiges of political neo-colonialism were defeated. 

23Ibid., pp. 46-47. 

Ibid., pp. 46 . 

25Ibid., pp. 48-49. 
26T, 

Ibid. 
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Mexico was desirous but stood little chance of success-

fully achieving the fruits of material progress (mejoras 

materiales) as had its neighbors to the North, or across 

the Atlantic. Mexico was poor, and almost always bankrupt 

before the Diaz dictatorship; yet, many Mexicans and foreigners 

before Diaz made attempts to promote mej oras materiales, 

especially through the building of railroads. Many of these 

men, seeing the success of early rail ventures in the United 

States, wished to bring the iron roads to Mexico, in hopes 

of making fortunes and reviving commerce. 

The governmental role in railroad development was 

crucial. It could be passive or active, with, or without, 

a national program. Was Mexico desirous of emulating the 

'"American system [of] public support [or government] partner-

2 7 

ship in enterprise?'" Upon the latter there was some 

agreement. Though Reform liberalism dealt mainly with 

political matters, some spokesmen such as Francisco Zarco, 

Guillermo Prieto, and others concluded that the government 

should lead in economic development. They wanted the govern-

ment to take the initiative in Mexico so as to fulfill their 

dream of mejoras materiales for all Mexicans. Railroads, 

2 7 
Carter Goodrich, "Internal Improvements Reconsidered," 

The Journal of Economic History 30 (1970):289. 
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canals, and telegraphs must be subsidized; foreign invest-

ment must be encouraged in manufactures, transportation, 

and agriculture.^^ 

After the end of the Second Empire, development of 

mejoras materiales and the government's role with regard 

to them came under some criticism. Were railroads to be 

tailored to suit Mexico, the critics asked, or promoters? 

The Mexican Railway from Veracruz, they continued, progressed 

only because of lavish government subsidy, so the drive for 

mej oras materiales could produce as many problems as benefits. 

Indeed, the fruits of material progress or bankruptcy, might 

lie at the end of the same path. 

In spite of criticism, government policy fluctuated 

through the years. Unfortunately for Mexico, the promoters 

generally won, especially after 1861 (when Mexico had fifteen 

miles of track, while the United States possessed some 30,000 

29 

miles). A comprehensive railroad policy law finally 

passed in 1898; however, the genesis of that policy lay in 

an earlier era. Until that law, Mexican railroads were 
2 8 
Walter Scholes, "El liberalismo reformista," Historia 

Mexicana 2 (1954) :343-344, 349-350. 

29 
Cumberland, Mexico, the Struggle for Modernity, pp. 

162-163; John F. Stover, American Railroads, The Chicago 
History of American Civilization (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1961), p. 37. 
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largely built to suit promoters and not necessarily the 

needs of the nation. After all, the promoters commanded 

more capital than the national government. 

It is not surprising that Mexico lacked the fruits of 

material progress. Even as late as 1821, when Mexico sepa-

rated from Spain, transportation was totally inadequate to 

commercial needs. Inland communications rested upon the 

meager roads and paths of colonial years. The few major 

roads crossed, or emanated from, the capital, running 

30 

longitudinally or transversely. In theory, and practice, 

the construction and maintenance of roads was a private 

responsibility. The commercial guilds of Mexico City and 

Veracruz shouldered some of the task of building roads; 

however, they became more concerned with tolls than main-

tenance. In the absence of effective maintenance, roads 

deteriorated both during the colonial regime and afterwards. 

From 1810 until 1829 they were totally abandoned.31 Indeed, 

the situation had scarcely improved by the close of the 

Diaz era. Mexico still had no inter-city paved highways in 
? 2 

the North American sense of the term. 

30 
^Alejandro^ de ̂ Humboldt, Ensayo politico sobre el Reino de 

Nueva Espafia, 6th ed. , 4 vols. ""(Mexico, IKE.: Editorial FedrcT" 
Robredo , 1941), 1:30-31. (hereafter cited as Ensayo politico) 

31 ^ 
Jose Luis Mora, Mexico y sus revoluciones, 4 vols. 

(Mexico, D.F.: Editorial Porrua", 195 0), 1:5TT~ 
32 
Fred Wilbur Powell, The Railroads of Mexico (Boston: 

Stratford, 1921), p. 91. 
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Along the central tableland lay the longitudinal 

roads which ran from Oaxaca to Santa Fe in present-day 

New Mexico. These highways were wider and more easily 

maintained than the transverse roads, as they went along 

the central valley and high plain where less rain fell than 

on the coastal area. Consequently, the 1,500 miles between 

the capital and the North were easier to cross than the 270 

33 

miles from Veracruz to Mexico City. 

The major roads were transversal. These were the most 

frequented, the most difficult to cross, and the hardest 

to maintain. The exigency of consul ado finances notwith-

standing, geography was the major impediment.34 During 

the Second Empire, one annoyed anonymous Briton remarked 

that "after the summer rains [the road through Orizaba] 
3 5 

becomes what is vaguely called impassable." By October 

it was feasible to attempt wheeled vehicles, though it was 

barely within the range of human and animal energy. The 

road was punctuated with large boulders and fallen tree 

trunks. After Orizaba it became fine sand that impeded 
33 
Humboldt, Ensayo politico, 1:30-31. 

34Humboldt, Ensayo politico„ 1:31-32. 

35 
Mexico (Longman, Green, Longman, Roberts and Green, 

1865) , p. 9. 
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revolution of wheels. Unhappily, these were the good 

parts, for at some points people drowned in the mud every 

3 (5 

year. Despite that fact, the journey after Orizaba was 

considered comparatively easy. 

At the outset of the Republic, passengers and commerce 

bounced, sank, or floated along such roads in several means 

of conveyance. From Oaxaca through Mexico City to New 

Mexico one had the choice of horseback or coach travel. 

Freight over the same route went by cart or mule. The 

journey from Veracruz to the capital could be made by coach 

if one took the road through Jalapa. Through Orizaba it 
7 7 

was easier by horseback or litter. 

"To make, but never mend" seemed to another Briton the 

3 8 

motto of Mexico in 1853. No doubt his journey over Mexican 

roads reinforced his judgment. In 1824 the Constituent 

Congress saw fit to abolish the consulados in charge of 

roads, and to incorporate the tolls and duties into the 

public funds. Duties and tolls remained exorbitant, but 

little money went for construction or repairs. Mora argued 

36T, • , 
Ibid. 

37 
Humboldt, Ensayo politico, 1;31; William P. Robertson, 

A v i s i t Me*ico (London: Simpkin, Marshall, and Company, 
1853), pp. 263, 302. 

38„ , 
Robertson, A Visit to Mexico, p. 303. 
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that squabbles over national, versus state, sovereignty-

placed native capitalists and foreign investors in hard-

ship. One foreign company tried to promote a concession 

for a direct road from Veracruz to the capital which bypassed 

Puebla. Angered Pueblans frustrated the project, sacrificing 

39 

national interest to civic pride. 

While little was done to improve Mexican roads, stage 

lines improved accommodations over them. Manuel Escandon, 

later promoter of the Mexican Railroad, established the 

first line in the 1840's. Cart trains of twenty or thirty 
40 

vehicles improved shipment of goods. Yet, by this time 

railroads had superseded roads as the most popular remedy 

to transportation ills. 

However, the first governmental endeavor to promote 

material progress was basically a canal project. When the 

Mexican Republic emerged in 1824, the Constituent Congress 

that established its constitutional base also passed a 

decree empowering the executive to seek proposals for 

establishing interoceanic communication across the Isthmus 

of Tehuantepec. The November 4, 1824, decree authorized the 
39 
Mora, Mexico y_ sus revoluciones, 1:56. 

40 
Pablo Macedo, La evolucion mercantil . . de Mexico 

(Mexico, D.F.: J. Ballesca y Sucesores, 1905), p. 194. 
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government to publish the news at home and abroad that 

Mexico intended to establish such communication, inviting 

those interested to submit practical proposals. Further-

more, Mexico would designate a place for receipt of proposals 

and undertake proper reconnaissance of the isthmus prepara-

tory to canalization. Subsequent to collection of proposals 

and data, Congress would be informed so that a definite 

resolution could be made. The decree also called for similar 

proposals to make such rivers as the western Colorado and 

the Rio Grande navigable.^ 

Apparently, nothing came immediately after the decree, 

though later in the 1840's considerable interest developed 

in the United States concerning the Isthmus of Tehuantepec.42 

Native interest in canal projects, however, did not wane in 

Mexico. Francisco Villanueva put forth a co-ordinated 

canal-railroad project in 1851, using the Atoyac River, which 

flows from Oaxaca to join with rivers reaching the Pacific. 

He proposed an eighty-league railroad to connect the Atoyac 

41 
Mexico, Secretaria de fomento, Legislacion sobre . . 

sobre caminos de fierro, 6 vols. (Mexico, D.F.: Imprenta 
de Francisco Diaz de Leon, 1882-1885), 1:9. (hereafter to 
be cited as Legislacion) 

42 
Genaro Fernandez MacGregor, E_1 Istmo de Tehuantepec 

Y- l o s Estados Unidos (Mexico, D.F.: Impresora Popular, 
1954) , pp. 14-19. 
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with Sail Juan del Rio on the Atlantic side near Veracruz; 

43 

however, nothing came of his proposal. 

In summary, though the 1824 decree was primarily 

concerned with interoceanic communication by canals, it 

did not rule out proposals of other means. Its real signifi-

cance lay in the fact that the republican government had 

taken a role in promoting internal improvements. Over the 

next fifty years that role fluctuated, but never disappeared 

completely. 

Mexicans discovered that railroads existed first as 

ideas, then as construction endeavors, and finally as 
44 

purveyors of transportation. Years lapsed between concept 

and construction in Mexico (let alone production of trans-

portation) . Consequently, a history of Mexican railroads 

to 1876 is a large one of entrepreneurial ideas, govern-

mental response, public comment, and little actual con-

struction. Promotional pamphlets relating to concessions 

constituted the most elaborate discussion of railroads as 
43 

Garibay K., Diccionario Porriaa, p. 137; Francisco 
Villaneuva, Nuevos medios para una comunicacion inter-
oceantica (Puebla: Jose Maria Macias, 1851), p. 3-5. 

44 
Leland H. Jenks, "Railroads" as an Economic Force in 

American Development," in Economic Change in America, Read-
ings in the Economic History of the United States, ed. by 
Joseph T. Lambie and Richard V. Clemence (Harrisburg: 
Stackpole, 1954), p. 52. 
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an idea available to interested Mexicans before the fall 

of the Second Empire in 1867. Thus while instability 

prevented substantial realization of railroad projects, 

ideas about railroads were argued indefatigably on paper 

throughout the period 1824-1876. 

Mexican leaders considered railroads to be public 

utilities, deserving certain benefits but entailing obliga-

tions on the part of the utility. Before the railroad 

revolution of the 1880*s, these benefits and obligations 

were enumerated by decree or in special legislation establish-

ing or amending concessions. These concessions were dissimilar 

to railroad charters granted in the United States, where no 

proprietary interest in the right-of-way and fixed properties 

was gained or held by public authority. Concessions obtained 

in Mexico were essentially time-limit leases for proposed 

lines. Upon expiration public authority assumed proprietor-

ship of all fixed properties, with an option to acquire the 

movable properties.^ 

Furthermore, concessions were not corporate charters, 

nor did they grant public funds, nor property in excess of 

the right-of-way. They were, however, contracts enumerating 

the nature of the undertaking and obligations and prerogatives 

45 
Powell, Railroads of Mexico, pp. 167-168. 
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of both parties. Within statute limitations, such matters 

were subject to negotiation and resolution among contracting 

parties or their successors. Any benefits received or 

anticipated from concessions were to be shared equally, and 

obligations were reciprocal.^ 

Under such contracts concessionaires were to build and 

operate railroads over prescribed routes, establishing fair 

rates. Early concessions included no direct subsidy; thus 

construction was to be financed largely out of private funds 

Many contracts, however, contained provisions for customs 

duties exemption and other indirect subsidies. From the 

outset Mexican concession policy was based upon government 

4 7 

supervision, but private construction and operation. 

Since Mexicans looked to railroad development in the 

United States as the model to follow, they analyzed foreign 

practice for import. Consequently, a brief survey of early 

United States- railroad development and government policy 

gives the student an understanding of some of the motivation 

behind Mexican policy, as well as a basis for comparison. 

46 
Powell, Railroads of Mexico, pp. 167-168 

47 
Ibid., pp. 168-169. 
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"Public sponsorship of enterprise" characterized early 

4 8 

railroad development in the United States. Governments 

passed charters, not concessions, lent money, purchased 

stock, built railroads, and regulated them. As time passed, 

private sectors replaced public partnership and sponsorship, 
49 

but not until after the Civil War. By mid-century there 

were 9,000 miles of track, which represented some $310,000,000 

of investment, divided half in stocks and half in bonds. 

Depending upon type and location, cost per mile ranged from 

$17,000 to $71,000. Obviously, railroads through mountains 

cost more than those built on relatively flat terrain.50 

Most railroads built in the U.S. before 1850 received 

some type of federal and/or state subsidy. Consequently, 

their charters frequently contained provisions for partial 

or temporary tax exemption, free engineering services, the 

privilege of incorporation, and eminent domain. Some southern 

states gave railroads the proceeds from public lotteries and 

granted them limited banking privileges. Such subvention 
48 

Robert Lively, "The American System, a Review Article," 
Business History Review, 29 (1955) : 86. 

49 
. Lively, "The American System, A Review Article," 

p. 86; Goodrich, "Internal Improvements Reconsidered," pp. 
297-298; Agricultural Branch Railroad Company, Acts of 
Incorporation and By-Laws of the Agricultural Branch Railroad 
Company (Worcester: Earle and Drew, 1854), p.~2~. 

50c,, 
Stover, American Railroads, p. 29. 
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was often indispensable to getting railroads built.^ 

A fruitful pattern had been established in the United States 

by 1850, while Mexico fumbled concession after concession. 

The remainder of this thesis is divided into four 

chapters. Chapter II examines attempts to link Veracruz 

and the capital by railroad prior to 1867. Concessioning 

for a Tehuantepec railroad before the Juarista triumph is 

the subject of Chapter III. Chapter IV covers the years 

from 1867 to 1876; it examines the renewal of the Mexican 

Railway charter, the early attempts to connect the United 

States and Mexico by rail, and the further pursuit of a 

successful Tehuantepec contract. The final chapter contains 

the conclusions of this thesis. 

51 
Ibid., p. 30; E. Dale Odom, "Louisiana Railroads, 

1830-1880: A Study of State and Local Aid" (Ph.D. Diss., 
Tulane University, 1961), pp. 12-19. 



CHAPTER II 

PAPER RAILROADS TO VERACRUZ 

The desire to connect Veracruz and Mexico City by 

railroad arose in 1833, less than ten years after the first 

successful rail projects had begun in England and the United 

States. Finally, after many concessions and thirty-nine 

years had passed, that desire was fulfilled in December, 

1872, when the Mexican Railway was completed between those 

two cities. This chapter examines Mexican concession policy 

concerning that railroad before the Juarista victory of 1867. 

In 1833 an anonymous author published a railroad 

promotional pamphlet for Mexican consumption. His observa-

tions reflected upon successful early rail ventures abroad. 

He reiterated that Mexico had no navigable rivers, and 

asserted that railroads were preferable to canals. Rail-

roads, he argued, could be the solution to Mexico's trans-

portation ills. Furthermore, he continued, Mexico could 

build railroads one-third cheaper than the United States 

could. He argued that a 270-mile line from the port city 

to the capital by way of Tlaxcala would cost 4,200,000 

P e s o s against 6,750,000 pesos in the United States. Such 

22 
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underestimation was characteristic of railroad promoters 

on both sides of the border. Indeed, if the true cost of 

most railroad projects had been known from the outset, 

most projects would never have been seriously considered."*" 

The first Mexican railroad concession came a few years 

later, as Mexico swung further to the political right after 

the disastrous Texas secession. Federalism was abolished 

by the Siete Leyes of 1836. Centralism was formalized on 

January 1, 1837, when the modified constitution was published. 

Anastasio Bustamante (1780-1853), a conservative army 

general and onetime Iturbidist, became president on April 19, 

1837.2 

It was President Bustamante who granted (by decree) 

the first railroad concession, to Francisco Arrillaga on 

August 22, 1837. Arrillaga had been minister of finance 

between May 2, 1823, and August 8, 1824, in one of the 

provisional governments after Agustin Iturbide's fall. 

Guadalupe Victoria (1786-1843), one of the provisional 

executives and later first president of Mexico, dismissed 

Observaciones generales sobre el establecimiento de 
caminos de hierro . . . dirigidas al pueblo mejicano en 
particular (New York: J.W. Bell, 1833), pp. 8-9. 

2 
Lloyd Mecham, "The Origins of Federalism in Mexico," 

Hispanic American Historical Review, 18 (1938) : 181 ; Garibay 
K., Diccionario Porrua, pp. 1480, 233. 
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him despite the protest of Lucas AlamSn, at that time minister 

of foreign and interior relations. Manuel de la Pena y 

Pena (1789-1850), a noted Mexican lawyer and Bustamante's 

3 

minister of the interior, published the decree. 

Arrillaga's exclusive concession to build a railroad 

between Veracruz and the capital, by way of Orizaba and 

Jalapa with a branch to Puebla, contained fourteen articles. 

Those favoring the concessionaire were in the minority. 

First, the company could select its route. The concession 

was to last thirty years, during which time no other rail-

road would be allowed to operate between these and any 

intermediate points, if such operation could be prejudicial 

to the concession. Third, the company received the right 

of eminent domain and the use of the construction materials 

from such condemned land. Last, the line would remain the 
4 

perpetual property of the company. 

3 
Legislacion, 1:10; H.H. Bancroft, History of Mexico, 

5 vols. (San Francisco: A.L. Bancroft, 1885), 5 72-YT~Angel 
Garibay K., Diccionario Porrua de historia, biograffa, 
geografia de Mexico. Suplemento (Mexico, D.F.: Editorial 
Porrua 1966), pp. 139, 146; and Garibay K., Diccionario 
Porrua, pp. 1688, 1198-1199. 

4 
Francisco Arrillaga, Proyecto del primer camino de 

hierro de la republica, desde el puerto de Veracruz a la 
capital de Mexico (Mexixo, D.F.: Ignacio Cumplido, 1837), 
pp. 5-7. (hereafter cited as Proyecto del primer camino de 
hierro). 
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A majority of the articles favored the government. 

First, the railroad could not occupy established roads in 

Puebla, Jalapa, and Orizaba. The term of privilege would 

begin upon completion of the line or after six years' 

construction. Third, the railroad must be completed in 

twelve years of the date of the concession or the privilege 

would be forfeited. Furthermore, if after twelve years the 

line remained unfinished, only the completed portion would 

receive exclusivity. Fourth, only certain machines and 

related items subject to new tariffs would be exempt from 

duties at Veracruz; thus rails, cars, and all other imported 

construction materials were subject to duties. A real (ten 

to fifteen cents) per arroba (twenty-five pounds) would be 

the rate charged for all native produce hauled between the 

capital and Veracruz, except for silver and gold, which went 

at one-half of one percent of valuation. Imported goods were 

to be charged no more than ten to eleven pesos per carga, 

or load, excepting clothing which was charged five and one-

half reales per arroba. Even after conclusion of the term 

of privilege, the company could not raise rates. Sixth, 

the railroad must haul mail free of charge. Finally, 

beginning with the eleventh year of the concession to the 

fulfillment of the thirty, the company would deposit annually 
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50,000 pesos in the national treasury until a sum of 1,000,000 

was reached. This was to be assigned to public works such 

as improvement of roads paralleling the railroad. Thus, 

on the whole, the Arrillaga concession favored the govern-

ment and restricted the company.5 

Certain observations can be drawn from the Arrillaga 

concession. Excepting the exclusivity clause, it was not 

a time-limit contract. It did not favorably compare to 

projects in the United States since the concessionaire 

received no direct subsidy. Apparently, the government 

considered perpetuity and limited exclusivity sufficient 

inducement for private fulfillment of the enterprise. 

Strapped with an 128,000,000-peso national debt and erratic 

6 

income, Mexico had no railroad subsidy money in 1837. 

Furthermore, it would have been too much to expect the 

government to grant a direct subsidy on the first railroad 

concession, given the past tradition of private development 

in the transportation field. Clearly, the government's 

role was not as active in Mexico as in the United States 

at that time. Since the Arrillaga contract was more favorable 

5Arrillaga, Proyecto del primer camino de hierro, pp. 
5-7. 

Jan Bazant, Historia de 1 a deuda exterior de Mexico 
(Mexico, D.F.: Colegio de Mexico, 1968), p. 107. 
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to the conceding agent than the concessionaire, it emerged 

as restrictive in nature. Yet despite such limitations, 

Arrillaga was supremely enthusiastic about the project. 

Arrillaga enumerated what the railroad would cost and 

what it would do for Mexico, after recounting once again 

the legendary national wealth of Mexico. He placed the 

cost at an even 5,000,000 pesos; his low estimate was based 

upon a study of the first Cuban railroad, and Mexican reality 

as he saw it in 1837. While higher than the 1833 estimate, 

the railroad remained cheaper than a similar project would 

7 

cost in the United States. 

Arrillaga placed Veracruz's imports at 100,000 cargas 

annually. Consequently, the first year after completion of 

the railroad would see freight revenues reach 1,000,000 

pesos, providing the railroad shipped all 100,000 cargas at 

ten pesos each. Passenger revenues he put at 225 ,000 pesos, 

while operating expenses would not exceed 125,000 pesos. As 

exports rose so would revenue. Arrillaga expected a twenty 

percent dividend for the year following completion. A near 

fifty percent dividend was expected by the tenth year. 

Therefore, the company should be able to meet the 50,000 

Peso deposit if revenues reached his estimates. Overall, 

7 
Arrillaga, Proyecto del primer camino de hierro, pp. 

H -1.3. 
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Arrillaga believed the railroad to be a great boon to the 

8 

Mexican economy as well as a good investment. 

Arrillaga's promotional stance followed the pragmatic 

rather than the doctrinaire approach to economic development. 

Apparently, he wanted the project to be a national concern, 

for he was convinced he could persuade Mexicans to invest 

in a railroad. Furthermore, those who longed for the benefits 

of such an enterprise should find the exclusivity clause the 

major encouragement for investment. Yet his appeals came 
9 

to naught; nothing came of his concession. Evidently, 

Mexican investors were not "truly convinced of [the railroad's] 

immense advantages" to the extent of investing in a restricted 

venture with no direct subsidy. Arrillaga died while the 

political situation worsened during the "Pastry War" with 

France, 1838-1839. He failed because railroads were too new, 
8Ibid., pp. 41-50, 56, 60-90. 

9 
Arrillaga, Proyecto del primer camino de hierro, pp. 

90, 4; Mexico, Ministerio de Cumunicaciones y Obras Publicas, 
Resena historica estadistica de los ferrocarriles de 
Jurisdiccion federal desde agosto de 1837 hasta diciembre 
de 1894 (Mexico, D.F.: F. Dfaz de Leon, 1895), pt. 1:1. 
(hereafter to be cited as Resena estadistica, 1857-1894) 

10Arrillaga, Proyecto del primer camino de hierro, p. 
112; David M. Pletcher, "The Building of the Mexican Railway," 
Hispanic American Historical Review, 30 (1950) :31. (hereafter 
cited as "Mexican Railway") 
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civil disturbances too many, and his estimates transparently 

i 1 1 
too low. 

Interest in a railroad between the coast and the 

capital did not wane; however, the next project for such 

a line was smaller in scope. The ubiquitous President 

Antonio Lopez de Santa Anna (1794-1876) decreed, on May 31, 

1842, that the Veracruz-Perote road company construct a 

railroad between the port city and the San Juan River. This 

company had taken over road-building and maintenance of the 

road after abolition of the consulados in the 1820's. Its 

creditors wanted the government to liquidate its remaining 

debt to them and the president responded. Santa Anna 

thanked the association for past sacrifices made in main-

taining and bettering the road. The proposed railroad held 

great portent for Mexican commerce. Santa Anna was not 

without guile in the matter, for one of his estates lay 

nearby, and he expected to profit from any rise in value. 

While the concession would liquidate the road company's 

debt, as with Arrillaga's grant, the contract favored the 

1:LPletcher, "Mexican Railway," p. 31; Jose Fuentes 
Mares, Santa Anna, aurora Y_ ocaso de un comediante, 3rd ed. 
(Mexico, D.F.: Editorial Jus, 1967), pp. 156-165; and Manuel 
Payno, Memoria sobre el ferrocarril d<3 Mexico a Veracruz 
(Mexico, D.F.: Nabor Chavez, 1868), p. 8. (hereafter cited 
as Memoria) 

12„ 
Payno, Memoria, p. 16. 
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state. Besides construction of a first class railroad and 

repair of the Perote road, the company was to maintain a 

fort with two hundred soldiers in strength along the line. 

In return, debt amortization was to be accomplished by the 

creditor's receipt of a two percent duty on all Veracruz 

imports. These duties were to be spent on construction and 

garrison maintenance. Every four months the creditors were 

to publish a statement of accounts in the official newspaper. 

The road and railroad were to become government property 

on liquidation of the outstanding debt. No specific date 

for completion was set; however, the May 31, 1842, decree 

was essentially a time-limit grant that differed from 

Arrillaga's since it provided a direct subsidy with the 

twofold purpose of retiring an old debt and constructing 

- n j 13 a railroad. 

As further inducement President Santa Anna presented 

the creditors another potential source of revenue on July 13, 

1843. This new source was to be a percentage of a special 

revenue collected at a perpetual, annual fair to be held at 

end of track from December fifteenth through thirtieth. 

Consequently, the Progress Junta of Veracruz was directed 

to use as much as 15,000 pesos of railroad construction money 

1 3t . , 
Legislacion, 1:18-20 
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in building a customhouse and stores to be rented to 

participating merchants. The special revenue was to be 

gained from a peso-per-bulk assessment. One half the total 

was assigned for railroad construction, the rest to the 

Progress Junta. To encourage participation, all goods but 

imported cottons were exempt from import duties. The 

exception of cottons was apparently a sop to fledgling 

textile concerns. On December 15, 1844, the first fair was 

to open. Nothing came of the plans for a fair, a fact not 

too unusual where Santa Anna's promises were concerned. As 

with other measures, the fair was decreed but never got 

beyond paper. 

Unfamiliar with railroad construction, the creditors 

contracted with Antonio Garay, promising him the larger 

portion of the tariff receipts. The concessionaires received 

nearly 2,000,000 pesos in duties between 1842 and 1851; 

however, less" than twelve kilometers of track, valued at 

500,000 pesos, were laid. The government cried foul, charging 

that the concessionaires had no right to transfer public funds 

to the sub-contractor, Garay, yet the government made no 

move until June 21, 1851, when the president empowered the 

minister of finance to establish a junta to oversee the 

"^Legislacion, 1:24-27. 
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railroad. Finally, in September, 1851, government control 

was secured. Suits over Garay's management dragged on into 

the 1850's; one, involving a lumber contract, saw the plain-

tiff's lawyer accuse Garay of not properly accounting for 

the money received. Indeed, the Mexican government had 

been stung by the affair.^ 

Meanwhile on May 18, 1849, President Jose Joaquin de 

Herrera (1795-1854), a conservative general and sometime 

public official, issued a decree authorizing the government 

to contract for a railroad from Veracruz to the capital, 

and from there to a Pacific port. Construction must start 

within two years of the contract date and be finished in 

fifteen. The government was to concede fifty years' 

exclusivity. Secondly, all materials necessary for con-

struction and operation of the railroad, but not sufficiently 

available in Mexico, could be imported duty free. Eminent 

domain was to be strictly along constitutional lines. If 

construction began within the grace period and reached yellow 

fever country west of Veracruz in two years, the concession-

aires were to receive a year's extension of exclusivity for 

every month short of fifteen years needed to finish the project, 

15 
Pletcher, "Mexican Railway," p. 32; Legislacion, 1:50; 

Payno, Memoria, pp. 17, 19; and Gabriel Nunez, Camino de 
hierro Segundo cuaderno que publica Gabriel Nuxlez (Veracruz: 
Zayas, 1853), passim. 
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The contractors were to deposit twenty percent of the profits 

in the national treasury upon the lapse of thirty years of 

exclusivity. Foreigners taking part in the enterprise were 

to renounce all alien rights concerning the project. The 

government reserved the right to contract with the prospective 

concessionaire offering the most advantages. Upon expiration 

of the privilege, the physical plant, both fixed and movable 

became public property. Finally, if a proposed concession 

did not correspond to the presidential proposal, but appeared 

to be a sound project, the executive was to present it to 

congress for approval,^ 

The concession guidelines show how restrictive the 

government desired to be in granting concessions. Again 

there was no direct subsidy. Nonetheless, the government 

received various proposals, and on June 10, 1851, President 

Herrera announced that the concession was to be auctioned 

off to the highest bidder on the twentieth of September. 

Evidently no auction came to pass. Earlier, in 1850, the 

Veracruz State Legislature had authorized the state govern-

ment to make proposals for a railroad project similar to the 

May, 1849 decree. Any proposals received were to be forwarded 

"^Legislacion, 1:47-48. 
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17 

to the national government for approval. Nevertheless no 

concessions concerning a Veracruz to Mexico City railroad 

were granted for several years. 

Yet while the uproar over the 1842 grant descended 

to lawsuits, public interest in railroads remained vocal. 

An anonymous editorial in a February, 1851, issue of El 

Siglo diez y_ nueve asked, if governments in the United 

States spent vast sums on canals and railroads, why not 

Mexico? After all, the direct subsidy policy north of the 

border gave impulse, if not means, for individuals to keep 
18 

projects going once started. With the exception of the 

1842 grant to the Perote road creditors, finance was left 

to the concessionaire entirely. Only eminent domain and 

tax benefits were accorded the intrepid entrepreneur. 

The author of the February, 1851, editorial failed to 

mention the shaky finances and large national debt that 

plagued Mexico; the national debt stood at 128,000,000 

Pesos in 1850 and required a considerable portion of the 

national income just to pay interest. Yet, he concluded, 

a good measure of progressive administration in a civilized 
17 

Legislacion, 1:52. 

18 
El Siglo diez y_ nueve, Mexico City, 20 February 1851, 

p. 203. 
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nation was the condition of its roads, not sound finances, 

evidently. Furthermore, he concluded that for states to 

worry about commerce but not transportation, was a waste 

of time. When transportation took shape, improved commerce 

would follow. He believed that government must play a more 

19 

active role than it had. The implication of his editorial 

is that the government must make direct subsidies to 

transportation projects. 

A year later another anonymous editorial in the same 

paper seemed closer to Mexican reality. Progress certainly 

accompanied railroads, the author admitted; however, if the 

price were too great only misfortune could come. Though the 

public debt had declined to 98,000,000 pesos in 1852, he 

believed Mexican finances unable to support lavish railroad 

subsidies like those given in the United States. Further-

more, concessionaires free from paying import duties might 

use that privilege to make money importing contraband under 

the guise of "construction materials." He worried, as the 

Mexican government often had, that though foreigners were 

considered legally as Mexicans in judicial proceedings 

arising from concessions, such persons might not be so 

19 
Bazant, Historia de 1a deuda exterior de Mexico, p. 

1 0 75 *LL Siglo diez nueve, Mexico City, 20 February"1851, 
p. 2 0 3. 
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considered at home. Consequently, angered foreign investors 

might petition their home government to seek indemnification 

from the national government of Mexico. Lastly, pre-1852 

charters contained too few guarantees that concessionaires 

would live up to their agreements; therefore, he concluded, 

the government must not place particular interest above 

i • * + 2 0 national interest. 

A continuing debate over public against private interest 

had begun. After all, desire for railroads had become an 

important part of the ever elusive quest for mejoras 

materiales. It is not surprising that promoters believed 

that national and private interest coincided on the matter 

of railroads; obviously, what was good for railroad building 

was in the long run worthwhile. Apparently, the 1851 author 

was in this camp. Yet others like the 1852 editorialist 

were skeptical. Surely, a direct subsidy was good for the 

promoter, but- was it in the national interest if public 

finances were compromised? The end did not necessarily 

justify the means. 

Santa Anna kept dreams of a Mexico City-Veracruz rail-

road alive by granting the first exclusive concession to a 

20 
Bazant, Historia de la deuda exterior de Mexico, p. 107; 

El Siglo diez y_ nueve, Mexico City, 21 February 1852 , p. 1. 
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little-known foreigner, John Laurie Rikards. The October 31, 

1853, decree called for a railroad to be built north of the 

route proposed by Arrillaga, connecting Veracruz and Mexico 

City by way of Puebla and the Apam plains. As with previous 

21 

decrees, this one favored the government. 

Rikards received eminent domain for right-of-way and 

structures. Compensation to private land holders was unclear; 

apparently, any rise in the value of land not taken for the 

railroad was to be compensation enough. All imported 

materials necessary for construction and operation were to 

be free of present as well as future duties. The personal 

and property rights of all English subjects involved were 

to be guaranteed by the Mexican government. It was unclear 

whether such protection was under Mexican or British standards 

Finally, military exemption for Mexican workers for the 

project was assured, to aid in the retention of a dependable 
22 

supply of labor. 

In return for such generosity, Rikards promised to form 

a company in London within six months of the concession 

date, reserving one quarter of the stock for Mexican sub-

scription. The company was to forward the Mexican government 

21 
Legislacion, 1:100. 

22 
Ibid. 
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ten percent of all dividends. Next, the nationality of 

the company must be Anglo-Mexican or the grant was void. 

Furthermore, the London financial house forming the company 

must present the Mexican ambassador sufficient proof of 

satisfactory compliance within the time-limit. Rikards 

failed in his attempt; Santa Anna cancelled the concession 

2 3 

on August 2, 1855. 

That same day the ubiquitous president granted a new 

concession over the same route Rikards proposed; however, 

this railroad was to extend beyond the capital to Acapulco. 

Apparently, cancellation of the Rikards grant was a house-

cleaning chore preparatory to the new grant rather than 

diligence on the government's part. The new concession, 

given to an obscure group known as the Mosso Brothers was 

as usual more favorable to the government than the con-

24 
cessionaire. 

The Mosso Brothers received terms similar to Rikards on 

exclusivity, tax exemption, eminent domain, worker military 

status, and other items. Likewise, the association was 

required to form a company within a year. New terms differed 

from Rikard's contract. The Mosso company was to benefit 

23 
Legislacion, 1:102-103, 139-140 

24 
Ibid., 1:141. 
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from convict labor, arbitration of disputes, and required 

to protect public crossings at grade level by movable 

, - 25 
barriers. 

Surprisingly, especially in view of the overthrow 

of President Santa Anna by the Reformers, the Mosso company 

attempted to fulfill their bargain. Construction began in 

August of 1855. By 1857 a line extended from the capital 

to Guadalupe Hidalgo. Robert Gorsuch, a subsequently 

enthusiastic promoter, was their superintendent of construc-

tion. The brothers finally decided to get out of the project 

2 (5 

and sold their interests to the Escandon brothers, in 1857. 

Manuel and Antonio Escandon were conservative capitalists 

whose railroad endeavors received mixed public reaction. 

Antonio (1824-1877) purchased the concession for 900,000 
27 

pesos while Manuel (?-1862) was in Europe. The family 

emigrated to Paris before the Liberal victory of 1861. 

There "they were at the head of the Conservative Colony;" 

according to Juarez biographer Ralph Roeder, "they did more 
25Ibid., 1:141-146. 

2i5 
Gustavo Baz and E.L. Gallo, History of the Mexican 

Railway, trans. George F. Henderson (Mexico, D.F.: Gallo, 
1876), p. 14. 

2 7 
Pletcher, "Mexican Railway," pp. 35-36; Garibay K., 

Diccionario Porrua, p. 548. 
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2 8 
than anyone else to bring about the [French] expedition." 

Both brothers seem closer to the pragmatic than the 

doctrinaire point of view. 

More than a year after purchase of the Mosso grant 

Manuel Escandon expressed his opinion of the pertinent 

factors of railroad development. Political instability was 

possibly the greatest impediment to the railroad construction 

so vital to exploitation of Mexican wealth. Railroads 

would stimulate coffee, tobacco, some cereals, and dyes. 

Furthermore, honest work would better living conditions and 

encourage proper immigration to Mexico, as well as foreign 

investment. All this could come to pass, for if Mexicans 

found the will, they could find the way. The United States, 

according to Escandon, had found the correct policy. 

Railroad growth was due to the proper combination of capitalist, 

governmental, and public effort. In Mexico, railroad 

privileges, despite indirect subsidies, simply did not supply 

the means necessary for fulfillment; some direct subsidy was 

needed. Thus the Mosso concession was not liberal enough to 

carry the project through to completion. It would take a 

rather wealthy man given to personal financial sacrifice 

2 8 
Ralph Roeder, Juarez and His Mexico, A Biographical 

History (New York: Viking, 1947), p. 525. 
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to pay for a railroad, as Mexican charters were not attractive 

4- " 2 9 

to investors. 

He believed that the government should do more than 

just "signing a paper." It should be actively engaged and 

involved in the sacrifices necessary for realization of a 

proposed railroad. The major sacrifice was to be some 

type of direct subsidy which did not require any immediate 

return for the national treasury. In the particular case 

of the new Escandon grant, the concessionaires should not 

be forced to pay an exorbitant amount for the San Juan 

del Rio line. Mexican landowners alongside proposed 

railroad right-of-ways should give such aid as they could 

afford. A truly national company could build a railroad 

with proper capitalist, governmental, and public effort. 

This was the ideal, but what did his brother receive in 
. o30 reality? 

President Ignacio Comonfort (1812-1863) granted Antonio 

Escandon a new concession on August 31, 1857. There were 

similarities to the Mosso concession, of course; the 

exclusive privilege contained similar tax exemptions and 

29 
Manuel Escandon, Breve exposicion al publico sobre 

e l negocio del camino de fierro entre Veracruz y Mexico 
(Mexico, D.F.: Andrade y Escalante, 1858), pp. 5^sT 

30 
Ibid., pp.8-15. 
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other items. Differences existed also. The company was 

required to build a penitentiary and hospital in Mexico 

City within six years, besides its railroad duties. If 

the concessionaire desired, he could establish complementary 

waterborne transportation wherever the railroad crossed 

navigable bodies of water. If within six years thirty 

leagues of track were not completed, the concessionaire 

must pay a 150,000-peso fine to retain the concession. 

Finally, railroad property could not be assigned to a 

4: * 31 foreign government. 

It was in the area of finance that the most radical 

departure from the past occurred. The government promised 

the concessionaires ten percent of all import duties in a 

round-about way involving a new series of five percent, 

fifty-year, government bonds worth 8,000,000 pesos. The 

two percent amortization payments made annually were to be 

secured by the 1856 derecho de mejoras materiales customs 

law. It set aside twenty percent of the import duties in 

a special fund. A direct subsidy had been promised to an 

individual who had no unpaid debt owed him by the govern-

ment, as had the Perote road creditors; this subsidy was, 

indeed, a departure from the past.32 

31 
Legislacion, 1:183-192 

32 
Ibid. 
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The government required the Escandon company to purchase 

8,000,000 pesos of existing bonds which were to be given to 

the treasury before six years expired; however, these bonds 

went at such a discount that the direct subsidy came close 

33 

to the eight millions promised. 

Evidently, the Escandon debt was a formality. An 1880 

report states that they turned over some 500,000 pesos to 

the government for the 8,000,000 pesos of bonds--quite a 

discount. In return, the Mexican government paid the Escandons 

little. An American investor, Louis Hargous, had loaned 

Mexico 350,000 pesos in 1857; however, the government was 

unable to repay on schedule. The government cancelled the 

balance of the debt and turned over 4,000,000 pesos in 

bonds to Hargous as settlement: an amount fully one-half of 

the Escandon debt. Hargous was also involved in the Tehuante-

pec railroad at the time. Suffice it to say the government 

had not lived up to the financial bargain and the brothers 
34 

sought redress. 

Benito Juarez (1808-1872) succeeded Comonfort as 

president. The early years (1858-1867) of his administration 
33 
Pletcher, "Mexican Railway," p. 36. 

34 
Mexico, Ministerio de hacienda, Informe comprobado . . . 

de la nacion al ferrocarril de Veracruz a Mexico (Mexico, D.F.: 
Imprenta en Palacio, 1870), pp. 68-69; Pletcher, "Mexican 
Railway," pp. 37-38. 
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were spent in civil war and fighting the French, and, though 

he was interested in mej oras materiales, he had little time 

for them. It was his administration from which the Escandons 

sought a new accommodation in 1859. The results were never 

formalized, but some of the features of the tenative agree-

ment deserve attention. The company was to be excused from 

constructing the hospital and the penitentiary in return 

for a public monument and an annual contribution to the 

national school of agriculture. Some public lands in the 

Isthmus of Tehuantepec and Sonora were desired by the 

concessionaires as a further stimulus to complete the project, 

Subvention was to be resolved by issuing vouchers to the 

concessionaires which they, in turn, would sell to importers. 

These vouchers were to be required as a part of customs 

duties payments. ̂  

Despite an unsatisfactory financial relationship with 

the government, the Escandons kept building the railroad. 

In 1857 an American engineer, Andrew Talcott, and his 

associates surveyed a route via Orizaba. Pascual Almazan 

(1813-1886), a Mexican engineer and writer, surveyed the 

Jalapa route. Talcott concluded that the Orizaba route was 

best; a railroad over their survey would cost 15,000,000 

35 
Hacienda, Informe comprobado ^ . . de la nacion al 

ferrocarril de Veracruz a Mexico, pp. 77-78. 



pesos, treble the 1833 estimate. Unstable conditions 

3 6 

during the Reform precluded much construction. 

The Escandons received a much improved concession from 

the Juarez regime in 1861. Manuel laid the ground work 

with Ignacio Ramirez (1818-1869), a distinguished author 

and minister of progress in the Juarez government in 1861, 

concerning a favorable concession revision. On the whole, 

the April 5, 1861, grant duplicated that of 1857. To keep 

the exclusive privilege the Escandons must have part of the 

line in operation and resume construction within two months. 

The change from the earlier concession came in the adoption 

of several propositions from the 1859 negotiations. No 

longer was the railroad company required to build a peni-

tentiary and hospital. Furthermore, the special vouchers 

were formalized and were to be issued to an amount the 

government felt necessary. Importers who failed to pay 

duties with such "paper" were subject to a second payment; 

however, the major subvention involved a new special series 
3 7 

of government bonds. 

3 6 
Baz and Gallo, History of the Mexican Railway, p. 14; 

Garibay K., Diccionario Porrua, p. 58; and Pletcher, "Mexican 
Railway," p. 39. 

37 
Garibay K., Diccionario Porrua, p. 1283; Legislacion, 

1:270-272, 275. 
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These "Bonds for the Construction of the railroad from 

Veracruz to Mexico City" amounted to 8,000,000 pesos at 

five percent interest. Amortization was to be secured 

through an annual sinking fund of 560,000 pesos guaranteed 

3 8 

by twenty percent of all customs duties. Apparently, the 

company would acquire these bonds at considerable discount 

or in exchange for those of the 1857 grant. Furthermore, 

all obligations of the concession were to be suspended in 

time of fuerza mayor, or national emergency; however, con-

sidering the financial outlay, the government could cancel 

payment if construction were unnecessarily stopped. Thus 
39 

fuerza mayor was of vague definition. 

Manuel Escandon hoped the government would keep its 

word concerning this concession. The brothers assigned 

their concession to the Mexico and Puebla Railroad Company, 

capitalized at 5 ,000,000 pesos, and entitled to issue a 

further three millions in bonds. A window-dressed executive 

consisted of two politicians, Gregorio de Mier y Teran 

(1798-1869) and Mariano Riva Palacio (1803-1880), as president 

and vice-president respectively. Manuel hoped that the rail-

road could be built without foreign investment as a truly 
3 8 t ... . ̂  
Legislacion, 1:271. 

39 
Ibid. 
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national railroad, and urged the Church to contribute. 

Critics argued that company stock and bond sales in Mexico 

could build the railroad, while the Escandons pocketed 

subsidy money as clear profit. Certainly, this was not 

national, but particular, interest. Yet, before much 

construction or subsidy payment occurred, the French inter-

vened, and Manuel died. Now the railroad was in Antonio's 

40 

hand and he had a roving, speculative mind. 

Antonio made several bargains with the French Army 

after the other intervening parties left. Consequently, 

construction continued, as a railroad was handy for the 

French, while their labor and capital were welcomed by 

Escandon. After the entry of Maxmilian of Austria, Antonio's 

speculative mind determined the time ripe for cashing in on 

the investment. He transferred the assets of the Puebla 
41 

company to a company formed in London in September, 1864. 

The Imperial Mexican Railway Company, represented by 

Thomas Sandars, petitioned the government for approval of 
40 
Pletcher, "Mexican Railway," pp. 40-41; Garibay K., 

Diccionario Porrua, pp. 1015, 1320; Manuel Escandon, Segunda 
exposicion al publico sobre el negocio del camino de fierro 
entre Mexico £ Veracruz (Mexico, D.F.: Ignacio Cumplido, 
1861), passim; and Pletcher, "Mexican Railway," pp. 41-42. 

41 
Payno, Memoria, pp. 63-67, Pletcher, "Mexican Railway," 

p. 44 . 
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the transfer. On January 26, 1865, the Emperor approved 

the act, but stipulated that tariff exemptions would last 

twenty-five years beginning January, 1865, that the new 

company must comply with Mexican law, and that the railroad 

was to be completed by January, 1870. Concerning finances, 

the railroad was to receive 140,000 pesos quarterly, or a 

total of 560,000 pesos annually. The company was to form a 

police force endowed with official powers to protect railroad 

property. Government troops and munitions were to be carried 

at a seventy percent reduction in rate. Other sections 

provided for gratuitous mail transport and no transfer of 

the concession without prior governmental approval. In 

addition, the government was to provide fifteen percent 

additional tariff rights for five years in return for an 

equivalent amount of stock. The government was to apply 

twenty percent of the net stock dividends, above the six 

percent distributed among the shareholders, to amortization 

of the special 1861 railway bonds. Finally, title to the 

project was granted in perpetuity to the concessionaires; 

42 
there was no time-limit. 

Antonio Escandon wisely window-dressed the new company's 

board of directors in hope of encouraging further investment. 

42 
Legislacion, 1:458-463. 
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By 1868, Robert W. Crawford, member of parliament and Governor 

of the Bank of England, and J. Stewart Hodgson, an associate 

of the Baring Brothers, who had lent Mexico money, were 

members of the board. Escandon retired to Spain after the 

Juarez triumph of 1867; there he died, appropriately aboard 

43 
a train, in 1877. 

Baz and Gallo pay homage to the brothers as philan-

thropic men of enterprise and tenacity of purpose. Arch-

critic Manuel Payno (1810-1894) argued that their tenacity 

of purpose was more concerned with personal profit than national 

good. No one can dispute, however, that track was laid. It 

extended forty-seven and one-half miles from Veracruz to 

Paso del Macho and eighty-six miles from Mexico City to 

44 

Apizaco in 1867. The first era of the Mexican Railway was 

at end; however, before continuing that history, the other 

great railroad endeavor between 1850 and 1867 must be examined. 

That project was the attempt to create a new means of inter-

oceanic communication across the Isthmus of Tehuantepec. 
43 

Pletcher, "Mexican Railway," p. 44; The Mexican Railway 
Company Limited, Report of the Directors of the Mexican Rail-
way Company, Limited (London: N.P., 1868), passim; and Juana 
Rodriguez y Rosas, Tristes recuerdos de un buen perdido y_ 
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CHAPTER III 

PAPER RAILROADS ACROSS TEHUANTEPEC 

Interest in interoceanic communication provides a 

second thread of continuity relating to Mexican railroad 

policy between 1824 and 1876. The early focal point of 

this interest was the Isthmus of Tehuantepec. Indeed, toward 

the middle of the nineteenth century an isthmian fever rose 

on both sides of the Rio Grande. American interest was 

primarily economic and focused upon routes in Panama (then 

New Granada), Nicaragua, and the Isthmus of Tehuantepec. 

The Isthmus of Tehuantepec was, for Mexico, not only a 

matter of mejoras materiales, but of national pride and 

international controversy as well. 

It all began with a concession to Jose* de Garay decreed 

by President Santa Anna on March 1, 1842. This Garay is 

not to be confused with Antonio de Garay, the contractor of 

the San Juan del Rio project, for no apparent connection 

exists between the two. His exclusive privilege, the second 

Mexican railroad concession, granted the right to open a 

means of communication across the isthmus, using water routes 

as far as possible from either coast, connecting both 

50 
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extensions by railroad. Transit over such a route was to 

be "neutral and common to all nations at peace with Mexico." 

Garay was required to make a survey within eighteen months 

after the date of the concession, and construction was to 

begin within the next ten months. He was to pay for all 

private lands necessary for the right-of-way; however, the 

concession could not acquire more than a quarter of a league 

from private owners on each side. The concessionaires were 

to receive all transit tolls for fifty years after completion 

of the project; they were to keep three-quarters of the net 

proceeds, the remainder going to the national government. 

After the concession reverted to the government, the govern-

ment was to pay the former concessionaires twenty-five percent 

of the net proceeds for the next fifty years, while it kept 

the remainder for itself."^ 

To the extent of ten leagues on each side, all public 

lands encountered were to be ceded to the concession. Such 

land was to be sold for construction money and to encourage 

colonization; foreigners could acquire title to land subject 

2 
to Mexican law. 

"*"Legislacii5n, 1:13-17. 

2Ibid., 1:13-16. 
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The national government promised protection of the 

concession. It also promised to impose no tolls above those 

levied by the concessionaires during the first fifty years, 

to appoint its member to the review board, and finally to 

concede no other privilege for isthmian communication for 

fifty years without prior approval of Garay and his associates. 

Garay set about his task quickly. He sent an engineer 

to survey the route in late May, 1842. The engineer finished 

the task in February of the following year. Subsequently 

on February 9, 1843, Garay asked for and received transfer 

of public lands promised the concession. Government interest 

waxed, for it commanded that 300 convict laborers be sent 

to Garay, who in turn was to shelter them and pay for their 

guards.^ 

Unstable financial and political conditions thwarted 

Garay's attempt to begin construction within eight months as 

prescribed by,the contract. Consequently, he asked for and 

received a one-year extension on December 28, 1843, from 

President Valetin Canalizo (1794-1850), a conservative general. 

3 

3Ibid., 1:16-17. 

4 
Edward B. Click, Straddling the Is thnius of Tehuantepec, 

Latin American Monographs no. 6 (Gainesville, University of 
Florida Press, 1959), pp. 8-9. (hereafter to be cited as 
Straddling,the Isthmus); Legislacion, 1:22. 
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Unfortunately, Garay's inability to raise sufficient capital 

coupled with political instability precluded progress. 

Garay received confirmation and a new extension of two 

years from the revolutionary government of General Jose' 

Mariano de Salas after his earlier extension lapsed."' 

The November 5, 1846 decree renewed the 1842 grant 

and emphasized colonization. All colonists were to be 

exempt from military service for twenty years, unless the 

isthmus were attacked. For the same twenty years all farm 

implements were free from import duties. Such items as 

furniture were to be duty exempt for six years after a colony 

began. Indeed, most of the articles pertained to coloni-

6 
zation. 

During the Mexican War and its immediate aftermath 

construction was impossible. Mexico's loss of territory, 

as well as the war, left bitter feelings at home about her 

northern neighbor. Consequently, the transfer of the Garay 

grant to two American financiers, Peter and Louis Hargous, 

started a controversy in 1849 which lasted almost ten years. 

Even in the United States the "Tehuantepec Question" became 

heated. 

5 
^Legislacion, 1:28; Garibay K., Diccionario Porrua, 

p. 267; Glick, Straddling the Isthmus, pp. 9-10. 

6Iegislacion, 1:29-31. 
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Garay sold his rights to an English association put 

together by Manning and Mackintosh in 1849; they, in turn, 

proceeded to sell the concession to the Hargous brothers 

the following year. Nicolas Trist, the minister plenipo-

tentiary entrusted with securing a peace treaty with Mexico 

in 1848, was authorized to offer 15,000,000 dollars over 

that offered for what became known as the Mexican Cession, 

if isthmian rights were included. Mexico refused, stating 

that it could not do so without compromising the Garay 

grant, then in the hands of Manning and Mackintosh. Never-

theless an American citizen did gain control of the isthmian 

concession in 1850. This was an insult added to the injury 

7 

of the Mexican Cession. Now national pride was on the line. 

Apparently, Louis Hargous hoped to secure his concession 

by interesting the United States government in the project 

and thus gaining at least her moral support, should Mexican 

problems arise. Subsequently, he petitioned the United 

States Congress about an isthmian railroad on February 6, 1849 

7 
Arista to Fillmore, 15 April 1852, and Clayton to 

Letcher, 18 September 1849, U.S. Congress, Senate, Mess age 
from the President of the United States in answer to a 
Resolution calling for the correspondence between the 
Governments of the United States and Mexico, respecting the 
Isthmus of Tehuantepec, Senate Executive Documents, no. 97, 
32d. Congress, 1st Session, 1852, pp. 163-166, 10. (here-
after cited as Sen. Exec. Docs. , no. 97 , 32d. Cong., 1st 
Sess.) 
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Next came negotiations that culminated in what was known 

as the Letcher-Pedraza Convention. This treaty was intended 

to protect Hargous's concession as well as secure certain 

8 

rights for the United States in the isthmus. 

Each side established their position in regard to the 

isthmus during the negotiations. The American minister 

stressed that the project would benefit both economically. 

Mexico agreed that the Garay grant was still valid but 

subject to Mexican law concerning forfeiture. The implica-

tion was that Mexico would not yield to American pressure 

relating to the grant should difficulty arise. The resulting 

agreement suited neither side; it outraged Mexicans, and 
9 

did not go far enough for the United States. 

The Letcher-Pedraza Convention of June 22, 1850 stated 

that Mexico was to grant and protect private concessions. 

If for some reason forfeiture occurred, protection was to 

be suspended juntil construction resumed. Problems between 

the parties were to be resolved by arbitration. Furthermore, 

no foreign government could acquire title to, or possession 

of, any concession. Regarding tolls, Mexican produce was 
g 
Glick, Straddling the Isthmus, pp. 12-13. 

9 
Clayton to Letcher, 18 September 1849, and Lacunza to 

Clifford, 11 July 1849, Sen. Exec. Docs., no. 97, 32d Cong., 
1st Sess., pp. 11-12, 9-10. 
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to be carried at one fifth less than the normal toll. All 

friendly powers joining the accord were to receive the same 

rates as the United States. Lastly, isthmian sovereignty 
• M • 1 0 

was to remain Mexican. 
I 

Unfortunately, Hargous sent a survey team to Tehuantepec 

before the treaty was ratified. The resulting'Barnard 

survey was better than the previous Garay survey, but such 

premature behavior angered Mexicans who disliked the 

convention and believed it unworthy of ratification. 

Communications with the American offices of the Hargous 

company were severed by Mexico. Meanwhile, the United 

States government was desirous of more control over the isthmus 

than the treaty allowed. Consequently, Secretary of State 

Daniel Webster instructed the American minister in Mexico 

to seek modifications of the Letcher-Pedraza Convention. 

The American minister was authorized to hint that if such 

changes as the United. States desired were not forthcoming, 

perhaps the balance of Mexican Cession money outstanding 

would be withheld. The Convention was never ratified, though 

Mexico gave in to the American demand for modifications. It 

10Letcher to Pedraza, 24 June 1850, Sen. Exec. Docs., 
no. 97, 32d Cong. 1st Sess., pp. 20-23. 
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was in 1851, however, that the real hammer blow struck 

Hargous. 

On May 22, 1851, the Mexican Congress declared the 

Salas extension decree of 1846 to be null and void on the 

grounds that it was an act of an unconstitutional government. 

If the Garay grant were now forfeit as of 1846, the trans-

fers leading to Hargous's acquisition were null also. 

Therefore, in Mexico, Hargous had no legal leg to stand on; 

he did not sit idly by, but complained vigorously to the 

12 

United States government, though to little avail. 

Mexico had asserted her sovereignty against the 

imposition of the United States. She had exercised her right 

to subordinate concessions to the law of the land by declar-

ing that grants made by revolutionary governments be subject 

to revision or cancellation by legally constituted authority. 

Mexico went so far as to declare the Garay grant and the 

Letcher-Pedraza Convention to be separate entities, a 

position quite unacceptable to the United States.13 

Glick, Straddling the Isthmus, pp. 15-17; Benjamin 
to Webster, 15 April 1851, Sen. Exec. Docs., no. 97, 32d 
Cong., 1st Sess., pp. 51-52. 

12 
Legislaci(5h, 1:46; Hargous to Webster, 12 August 1851, 

Sen. Exec. Docs., no. 97, 32dCong., 1st Sess., pp. 90-92. 

13 
De la Rosa to Webster, 8 July 1851, 7 March 1851, Sen. 

Exec. Docs., no. 97, 32d Cong., 1st Sess., pp. 83-84, 55. 
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Desire for interoceanic communication across the isthmus 

remained, despite the machinations of both Mexico and the 

United States. Legally, Mexico was free to proceed on a 

new round of concessioning concerning the isthmus; however, 

this time Mexico would deal with truly private individuals, 

as Hargous was too clearly associated with the United States 

government. On May 14, 1852, the Mexican Congress empowered 

the president to grant a concession for a railroad, canal, 

14 

or road across the isthmus. 

President Arista was empowered to grant a privilege, 

preferably to a native company, rather than a foreign or 

mixed (foreigners and nationals) one. No contract was to 

be celebrated that contained any clause which might cause 

claims against Mexico by a foreign power. Transit across 

the isthmus would be open to all nations and was to be 

protected in time of war by treaty."'"5 

To clarify any doubts about the May 14, 1852, decree, 

the Mexican government published a set of Tehuantepec 

concession guidelines on June 29, 1852. A similar set of 

guidelines for the Veracruz-Mexico City project came from 

Congress about the same time. The isthmian guidelines 

14 

G l i c k> Straddling the Isthmus, p. 20. 

Legislacion, 1:53-54. 
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listed the requirements and rights that any company must 

expect. Two classes of projects were enumerated. A first 

class project would be entitled to a six percent return 

upon its original investment guaranteed by ninety percent of 

the road's income. The duration of the privilege was 

subject to negotiation. A second class project was to 

receive eighty years exclusivity wherein the concessionaires 

would keep fifty-five percent of the road's income. Evidently, 

a first class project was one of short duration, given the 

percentage of income kept.^ 

Both types of enterprise were subject to many restric-

tions and few benefits. The government would determine the 

system of construction, demand completion in seven years, 

receive a 200,000 -peso performance bond, prohibit the 

concessionaire from colonizing, favor national proposals, 

and not allow transfer without prior approval. A concession-

aire was to receive free right-of-way across private lands 

encountered, and tax exemptions of construction materials. 

Furthermore, all nations were to have freedom of access to 

the means of communication constructed. The road reverted 

to the government upon fulfillment of the contract period.1'7 

Legislacion, 1:62-63. 

17 
Ibid., 1:63-67. 
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Again these guidelines were restrictive and more favorable 

to the government than to concessionaires. 

Five transportation proposals appeared after the 

May 14, 1852, decree. Four of these--the Guanajuato, Garcia, 

Bellange, and Calderon associations--were Mexican. The 

other was the foreign association of A.G. Sloo. Considerable 

debate arose as to which should receive a concession, and a 

special senate commission was established to consider their 

i 1 8 
proposals. 

The commission selected the BellangS" proposal, though 

the vote was not unanimous. Apparently, nationalism swept 

aside reason in the commission's resolution. One dissenter 

published his views: that it would be better to select a 

mixed rather than purely national company. He disagreed 

with the suspicion that granting rights to a mixed company 

was dishonorable and would lead to "maintaining the Garay 

privilege and its illegal transfer." Repetition of the 

Garay affair could be avoided by including protective 

clauses in any concession given. Furthermore, considering 

Yankee unrest resulting from the Garay cancellation, the 

soundest political solution was a new concession granted to 

a mixed company. Consequently, he urged that the national 

18 
E 1 Siglo diez y_ nueve, Mexico City, 27 November 1852 , 

p. 1. 
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interests merge with the Sloo association to form a mixed 

19 

company. 

Selection was not simply an executive rubber-stamping 

of the special commission's decision. Apparently, the 

president did not soon decide and public debate continued. 

Mariano Galvez, a Garay lawyer, argued that the British and 

North American governments were hardly disposed "to abandon 

the rights of their nationals when dealing with foreign 

20 

governments." Mexico should be wary of catering solely 

to national companies when it might produce requests for 

indemnification as we11 as other foreign repercussions. 

Therefore, he suggested a new treaty with the United States, 

and a mixed company open to foreigners, to reduce and 

compensate outflow to Hargous's backers. The implication 

is that the Hargous following would make some agreement with 

a mixed company. Galvez was not without bias, considering 

his ties to the Garay interests; nonetheless, his conclusions 

were, not completely out of line, for they agreed with the 

dissenting senator's views, as well as with the views of 
Jose Maria Tornel, Voto particular . . . sobre 

privilegio de abrir la via de comunicacioh (Mexico, D.F.: 
Vicente Garcia Torres, 1852), passim. 

20 
Mariano Galvez, El doctor Mariano Galvez sobre la 

cuestion de Tehuantepec (Mexico, D.F.: Vicente G. Torres 
1853), p. 48. 
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several editorials in El_ Siglo diez £ nueve, published 

toward the close o£ 1852. One editorialist found the Sloo 

proposal favorable since he was not American, not Hargous, 

and not Garay. Mexico, he argued, should not be so 

xenophobic. Shortly thereafter, nationals got together with 

Sloo and presented the government with a proposal for a 

, 21 
mixed company. 

The new association was known by three names; it was 

variously called the Sloo, mixed, and Louisiana-Tehuantepec 

Company. Its Mexican agents, Manuel Payno among them, 

argued that Mexico could not afford to pursue an "anti-

economic" policy of solely national companies, for no 

me3oras materiales would follow. Furthermore, a national 

company would not solve the problems with the United States 

which grew out of the Hargous claims. The senate commission 

countered by asking if money were worth more than national 

sovereignty? 

Resolution of the dispute came on February 5, 1853, 

when the Sloo (or mixed) company received a concession from 

the last Santa Anna government, which felt a mixed company 

was not only politically expedient, but more likely to be 

21 
Galvez, E1 doctor Mariano Galvez sobre la cuestion de 

Tehuantepec, pp. 48-5 2. — 
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successful. The recent experience with a national company, 

the Perote road creditors (whose San Juan del Rio railroad 

company cost the nation nearly 2,000,000 pesos for 500,000 

pesos worth of track) was still a fresh memory. Further-

more, a mixed company would provide a wider financial base 

than a purely national company could. Mixed direction of 

the project would cost the government less than a purely 

22 

national company. 

Sloo had submitted an earlier proposal between the 

cancellation of the Garay grant and the May decree of 1852. 

It was not adopted because of his conditions. Under the 

new proposal, Sloo would have been required to build a 

plank road in four years and a railroad in eight. He would 

have received land for the concession but not for coloni-

zation; and he would also have received construction materials 

with tax exemptions. The government offered fifty years 

exclusivity, during which time the concessionaire might 

keep eighty percent of the project's income. The road and 

railroad were to revert to the state upon expiration of the 

22 
dick, Straddling the Isthmus, p. 23; Ramon Olarte, 

Manuel Payno, and Jos£ Joaquin Pesado, Representacion que 
dirigen a1 supremo gcbierno . . . de camino de Tehuantepec 
(Mexico, D.F.: Ignacio Cumplido, 1852), passim; Mexico 
Congress, Senado, Dictamen de la comision especial . . . de 
communicaciones interoceantica (Mexico, D.F.: Vicente G. 
Torres, 1852) , p. 14. 
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contract. To insure fulfillment of the contract upon his 

part, Sloo was required to place 300,000 pesos in the national 

treasury at once and to make subsequent monthly payments of 

50>000 pesos each until the total 600 ,000-peso performance 

bond was complete. He was to guarantee a mixed company by 

placing an equal amount of securities on sale in Mexico and 

London. On the subject of navigation to the railheads on 

either side of the isthmus, the concessionaire was granted 

the right to establish a coastal steamship line which would 

haul the mails free. Finally, the means of transportation 

built by the company were to be open to all countries as 

23 

with earlier concessions. 

Sloo's concession conformed closely to the June guide-

lines. It was, as usual, more favorable to the government 

than the concessionaire. Unfortunately, Sloo lacked sufficient 

cash to pay the 600,000-peso performance bond; therefore, 

he borrowed the amount needed from another Englishman, 

Francis P. Falconnet., This was on February 10, 1853; by 

June Sloo had defaulted. Consequently, Falconnet gained 

23 
Letcher to Webster, 25 April 1852, U.S. Congress, 

Senate, Message of the President of the United States in 
answer to a Resolution of the Senate respecting the"Tsthmus 
2JL Tehuantepec, Senate Executive Documents, no. 72 , 35th 
Congress, 1st Session, 1858, pp. 3-4 (hereafter cited as 
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title to the concession as a result o£ the lien given him 

by Sloo as security for the loan. He sold the title to, of 

all persons, Peter Hargous, on April 16, 1855. So what 

had begun largely as an English project now rested on paper, 

24 

at least, in American hands. 

The transfer took place while President Santa Anna 

was losing Mexico to the revolutionaries of Ayutla. Whether 

prior approval was given to the sale by his regime is 

unclear. On November 26, 1855, temporary President Juan 

Alvarez (1790-1867) recognized Falconnet's title, but not 

Hargous's. The original mixed company now lost title as 

it had not repaid the Falconnet loan, nor (as per secret 

agreement) indemnified the Garay interests. Time was ripe 

for a new settlement that would include Hargous and the 
2 5 

associated Louisiana-Tehuantepec Company. 

New Orleans was desirous of more direct communication 

with California after the 1849 gold rush. An unchartered 

Tehuantepec railroad company had been formed in 1850. It 

was involved with the Hargous-nee-Garay grant. Even after 

24 
Bellang£f to Gadsden, 31 March 1856 , Sen. Exec. Docs., 

no. 72, 35th Cong., 1st Sess., pp. 33-34. 

25 
Bellangd" to Gadsden, 31 March, 12 November 1856 , 

-Sen: Exec. Docs., no. 72 , 35th Cong., 1st Sess., pp. 34, 
37-39. 
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losing title to the concession in 1851 as a result of 

nullification of the Salas extension, the company continued 

to operate in Tehuantepec, but little was accomplished. 

They became associated with the Sloo company in 1853, 

choosing another loser. Only a new agreement with Mexico 

could solve the legal limbo in which the company found 

itself. Consequently, serious negotiations began with the 

Comonfort government after Hargous's acquisition of the Sloo 

title. Meanwhile, the Sloo associates were also desirous 

2 (3 

of settlement of their new tenuous claims." 

After attempting a private arrangement with Sloo, 

which Sloo did not fulfill, Hargous again complained to the 

United States government about the English dominance in 

Tehuantepec. The United States, however, had received 

equality of privilege, rates, and right to forward closed 

pouch mail across the isthmus as a result of the Gadsden 

Treaty of 1853. Therefore, it was not necessarily disposed 

to act for Hargous in his controversy with Mexico. Con-

sequently, Hargous moved to solve the dilemma by seeking a 
2 7 

new rapproachment with Sloo. 

26_ 
Erastus Puckett, "The Attempt of New Orleans to Meet 

the Crisis in her Trade with the West," Proceedings of the 
Mississippi Valley Historical Society, X ( 1 9 2 0 - 1 9 2 0 ) 7 T 9 4 T ~ 
Odom, "Louisiana Railroads, 1 8 3 0 - 1 8 8 0 : A Study of State 
and Local Aid," pp. 3 8 - 4 0 . 

2 7 
Click, Straddling the Isthmus, pp. 24-25. 
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In June of 1856 the Louisiana-Tehuantepec Company 

reorganized its board and executive, just as Sloo was about 

to lose the concession. It had been a patchwork detente 

Hargous and Sloo arranged, and the Englishman lost some 

control over the company after this re-shuffling. The new 

management, headed by Emile La Sere, sought earnestly to 

fulfill the requirements of the grant in order to retain it. 

Several members of the company (unable to reach an accord 

with Sloo) decided to dissolve the present company, form a 

new one, and seek a new privilege from Mexico, Subsequently, 

a new Louisiana-Tehuantepec Company was chartered on July 30, 

1857. During the summer and fall of that year representa-

tives of the new and old companies fought for a new con -

2 8 
cession. 

Pierre Soule represented the Sloo faction, while 

Le Sere headed his opposition. Soule hoped to prevent 

Comonfort from giving in to the Garay interests (Hargous). 

His efforts failed to prevent the new Tehuantepec company 

from securing a concession unfavorable to Sloo. Soule 

accused the Mexican Minister of Progress, Manuel Silceo, 

of taking a 100,000 dollar bribe, stating that the "mulatto 

2 8 
John Preston Moore, "Correspondence of Pierre Soule: 

The Louisiana de Tehuantepec Company," Hispanic American 
Historical Review, 3L (1952) :60-61. (hereafter cited as 
"Correspondence of Pierre Soule") 
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. . . would run great risk to be put at auction in New 

Orleans. In New Orleans we sell them; here they sell them-

29 

selves." Perhaps there was collusion and graft in the 

Mexican government, as Hargous had charged in 1853 when he 

said his downfall in 1851 was due to it. Indeed, Hargous 

argued, had not President Arista protected the'culprits, 
30 

one American might have gone to jail. 

The United States was also involved in the 1857 

negotiations, though not as actively as before and despite 

the fact that it had secured its goals in Tehuantepec with 

the Gadsden Treaty of 1853. Secretary of State Lewis Cass 

instructed the American minister in Mexico to do what he 

could to secure an equitable settlement for the Garay 

interests, no discrimination against Americans over transit 

rights, a permanent right-of-way, power to protect and insure 

neutrality if Mexico failed to do so, and certain treaties 

to insure the above, as well as the right to send closed 
31 

mail pouches across the isthmus. 
29 
Soule to Jennings, 5 September 1857, Moore, "Corres-

pondence of Pierre Soule," p. 69. 

30ir 
Hargous to Marcy, 7 May 1853, Sen. Exec. Docs., no. 

72, 35th Cong., 1st Sess., pp. 30-31. 

31 
Cass to Forsyth, 17 July 1857, Sen. Exec. Docs., no. 
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A new concession for the Louisiana-Tehuantepec Company 

came on September 7, 1857. It was markedly similar to the 

1853 decree that required navigation on the Coatzacoalcos 

River, and construction of a plank road and railroad. The 

company was to commence laying track within eighteen months. 

In order to become the legal successor of Sloo, the Tehuan-

tepec company was to repay Falconnet his 600,000 pesos plus 

interest. Evidently, Mexico had retained the money he loaned 

Sloo, but had not transferred the concession to Falconnet. 

When Falconnet was repaid, he would no longer have any 

claim against Mexico concerning the 600,000 pesos. Now, 

Mexico would have its performance bond free of entanglement. 

The United States failed to obtain its goals in this 

32 
instance. 

The Comonfort administration passed navigation and 

transit regulations for Tehuantepec on October 30, 1857. 

The primary purpose of this act was to secure government 

control. A secondary purpose was to prevent contraband 

and the consequent loss of import duties. 

32 
Legislacion, 1:195-201; J. Fred Rippy, "The Diplomacy 

of the United States and Mexico Regarding the Isthmus of 
Tehuantepec," Missouri Valley Historical Review, 6 f1920^• 
529. " 

33 
Legislacidn, 1:202-207. 
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The Louisiana-Tehuantepec Company experienced little 

success other than the partial completion of the plank road 

and a short-lived United States mail contract. The War of 

the Reform (1858-1861) and the French Intervention (1861-

1867) led to political chaos in Mexico. It did not benefit 

the Louisiana-Tehuantepec Company as it did the Veracruz-

Mexico railroad. At home in the United States, the Civil 

War cut off New Orleans from Tehuantepec. By October 12, 

1866, the company had been unable to fulfill the concession 

and asked the Imperial government to authorize changing 

the name to the New York and Tehuantepec Steamship and 

Railroad Company. Subsequent to approval by the Imperial 

government, the company sold its concession to one J.P. 

0'Sullivan of New York. The Juarez government, however, 

had other ideas and decided to declare the concession forfeit 

on October 15, 1866. The Republican victory over the Empire 

in 1867 made -this decision stand. It was government superior-

ity over the concessionaire reaffirmed again. 

Meanwhile, the United States made another effort to 

secure isthmian rights through the ill-fated McClane-Ocampo 

Treaty of 1859. In return for 4,000,000 dollars, the Juarez 

government, desperate for money, agreed to compromise 

34t Legislacion, 1:698-702. 
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Mexican sovereignty by giving the United States transit 

rights from the Rio Grande to the Pacific coast, and rights 

across the isthmus. Furthermore, Mexico was to sell Baja 

California. Fortunately for Mexico, the treaty was not 

ratified by the American senate. It was a move born from 

financial straits, rather than any idea of mejoras 

materials.35 

The first era of Mexican railroad policy ended in 1867 

with the Republican victory. Except for a few suburban 

tramways and the incomplete Mexico-Veracruz line, it had 

been an era of paper railroads, a time of railroads as an 

idea. Political instability coupled with a meager subsidy 

policy proved to be the major impediment to railroad 

construction before 1867. Though men seemed ever eager to 

accept stringent concessions, they failed for lack of 

funds. Evidently, investors were wary of an unstable Mexico, 

and concessions restrictive to an extent that precluded 

successful projects. Lack of willing domestic investors 

doomed truly national companies without subsidies to failure. 

A modification of the pragmatic approach to economic develop-

ment had been made by 1867. One trend was for more mixed 

35 
Agustin Cue Canovas, El Tratado McClane-Ocampo; 

Juare z , los Est ados Unidos Y_ Europ a (Mexico, D.F. ; Editori al 
Libros Econdmicas, 1968), p. 167. 
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companies representing nationals as well as foreigners. A 

second, and more important trend established during the first 

policy era, was that towards direct governmental subsidy. 



CHAPTER IV 

GOVERNMENT POLICY, 1867-1876 

Mexican railroad development under Juarez and his 

successor, Sebastian Lerdo de Tejada (1827-1889), continued 

to be more of a paper, than a construction, era."*" The 

Mexican railway contract was renewed and the railroad 

itself was completed. What makes this period different 

was that railroad fever was higher than ever before; that 

Congress took a greater role in the concession process; 

that the total number of concessions rose almost geometrically; 

and, more significantly, that large numbers of Yankee 

entrepreneurs arrived and petitioned for concessions that 

would connect Mexico and the United States by rail. Further-

more, the question arose as to whether railroads were to be 

tailored to Mexico or to concessionaires. This developed 

into the gauge controversy of 1873. Mexico, however, 

perpetuated government superiority in railroad concessioning, 

by continuing to make charters more favorable to itself than 

•^Garibay K. , Diccionario Porrua, p. 882 

73 
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empresarios, while the subsidy policy improved from the 

2 

concessionaire's standpoint. 

The most important railroad concern of the Juarez 

government in 186 7 was what to do about the Imperial 

Mexican Railway. Much debate upon the matter occurred. 

Critics and defenders sharpened their pens and began an 

editorial joust in El Siglo diez nueve. Both sides 

laboriously stated their case and rebutted each other on 

numerous occasions. Editorials about foreigners, roads, 

railroads, and mejoras materiales appeared interspersed 

among the debates over the Mexican Railway. 

Juan G. Brito; Isidro Montiel y Durate (1821-1892), a 

noted Mexican jurist; Manuel Zamacoma y Murphy (1826-1904), 

a Mexican lawyer and journalist; Manuel Mendiolea; and 

Manuel Payno, sometimes minister of finance, were the chief 

critics of the Imperial Mexican Railway. The last two 

were the most important; and of these two, Payno was the 

most outspoken. His critical study of the Mexican Railway 

was serialized in El_ Siglo diez y_ nueve, at the close of 

1867, and published in complete form in 1868. Payno was 

not against railroads in general but against perpetuation 

2Garibay K., Diccionario Porrua, p. 882. 
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of what he considered an unwise policy in a particular 

3 

case: the Mexican Railway. 

In 1867 Payno called the project a virtual "tower of 

Babel." The Imperial Mexican Railway Company was hardly 

embarked upon such a course, for it merely desired the 

renewal of its charter. Pending further action by Congress, 

Juarez confiscated the railway on April 5, 1867. The company's 

lawyers petitioned that august body for an extension of what 

was substantially the 1865 grant: perpetuity, a sixty-five 

year monopoly, and an annual 560,000-peso subsidy. While 

Congress debated, Payno put his case in print.^ 

Payno wanted the railway completed but without per-

petuating past sins. First of all, things went wrong when 

Escandon made the arrangement with the French in 1862-1863. 

He had taken French money without spending his own, accord-

ing to Payno. He charged that Escandon had virtually ceded 

the concession to a foreign government, an act of illegal 

transfer under article twenty-three of the 1861 grant. 

Payno concluded that the concession was legally forfeit 

from that point. Consequently, anything done after the 

3 
Garibay K., Diccionario Porrua, pp. 1051, 1743. 

4 
*LL Siglo dj-ez Z HH£ve, Mexico City, 15 November 1867, 

p. 1. 
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1862-1863 arrangement with the French was illegal.^ Even 

the company lawyers admitted that the Imperial Mexican 

Railway was an "adventure of the Empire."^ Payno further 

argued that, since there had been so many changes and 

modifications of the 1861 concession, it was unwise to 

commit the government to defend all of them. It was clearly 

an issue of governmental superiority; the railroad must be 

7 

subject to congressional purview. 

Secondly, Payno was hypercritical of the railway's 

finances. Escandon was to have paid more than a token 

price for the 8,000,000 pesos of government bonds given 

him; however, Payno pointed out, Escandon had deposited no 

money in 1863 and only some 502,000 pesos, had been received 

by 1867. Yet the concession not only remained in effect, 

but also had been extended in 1866. The government was to 

give the concessionaires a total of 26,920,000 pesos by 

the completion of the line; that was the presumed cost of 

the line. Payno argued that the Talcott estimate of 13,500,000 

pesos was the most accurate figure. Thus by simple arithmetic, 

5Payno, Memoria, pp. 69-70, 76, 78. 

6Ii Siglo Diez Z n u e v e» Mexico City, 15 November 1867, 
p. 1. 

7 
Ibid., 22 November 1867, p. 2; Payno, Memoria, pp. 3-6. 
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he continued, the government was to pay over 13,000,000 

pesos in excess of the actual cost of the railway, quite 

a profit by any standard. The Mexican Railway would have 

amassed a debt requiring several generations to repay, had 

the Empire continued. Furthermore, Escandon's debt alone, 

Payno believed, amounted to 9,000,000 pesos. The railroad, 

as it was being built, cost more than a similar line in the 

United States; and tradition, then established, held that 

railroads were cheaper to build in Mexico. Mexico needed 

O 

cheap railroads, not the ilk of the Mexican Railway. 

Thirdly, the company's handling of construction 

contracts and tax exemptions was not above question, accord-

ing to Payno. He accused it of abusing the duties exemption 

(which allowed import of locomotives, cars, and "whatever 

else that might be necessary" duty free), stating that it 

fed workers imported food and wine upon which no duty had 

been paid. Payno concluded that the necessary clause was 

too lax. Construction contracts to contractors and sub-

contractors we re a n i ghtmare. These pet comp anies, such as 

Smith, Knight, and Company, did only the easiest work, 

allowing construction to fluctuate. Payno believed that 

Payno, Memoria, pp. 99-100, 134-135; El Siglo diez y 
nueve, Mexico City, 17 February 1867, pp. 1-2; and Ibid., 
30 November 1867, pp. 12. 



they needed to be more rigidly controlled. Indeed, he 

argued, Mexico needed no construction companies at all, for 

9 

the nation itself could be the empresario. 

Lastly, Payno believed that the Mexican Railway should 

be a national project, and not one for particular gain 

alone. Rates were too high; therefore, let them be adjusted 

so that the railroad shareholders received no more than a 

reasonable dividend. Payno argued that the railroad had 

more rights than President Juarez, who rode as a regular 

passenger while the concessionaires rode special trains, 

and paid import duties while the concessionaires did not. 

Whether the president was a regular or special passenger 

was not as important as whether the concessionaire was 

subordinate to the government. The Mexican Railway gained 

high profits, he argued, through lavish concessions, while 

the concessionaires had limited responsibility under the 

rules of incorporations, and were fiscally abusive and ruinous.10 

The defenders of the Mexican Railway Company included 

Jose Maria Iglesias (1823-1891), a notable Mexican politician; 

9 
El Siglo diez nueve, Mexico City, 15 November 1867 , 

p. 1; Payno, Memoria, pp. 83, 86. 

Payno, Memoria, pp. 141-142; El_ Siglo diez y_ nueve, 
Mexico City, 16 November 1867, p. 2; and Ibid., 22 November 
1867 pp. 1-2. 
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Bias Balc&rcel (18357-1899) , at that time minister of 

progress; Agustin Silceo; Emilio Pardo; and Rafael Martinez 

de la Torre (1826-1876), a noted Mexican lawyer. Of these, 

the last two were the chief knights-errant against Payno's 

and Mendiolea's criticisms. Both Pardo and Martinez de la 

Torre were company lawyers seeking redress for the confis-

cated railway."^ 

Martinez de la Torre countered Payno by asking whether 

Mexico was to remain a transportational backwater simply 

because it cost money to move forward. Sacrifices must be 

made, and a 560,000-peso annual subsidy was small compared 

to the 8,000, 000 -peso army budget. Martinez de la Torre 

concluded that Payno had expended only so much hot air 

about railroad costs and debt liquidation. Where, Martinez 

de la Torre asked, did Payno find his figures (he had given 

no source)? The government could choose to spend no money 

and build no ,railroads; but, it could not avoid the reproof 

of a transportation-starved nation. Mexico was not paying 

or granting too much; Turkey had promised far more, but 

received nothing. The weightiest argument on the company's 

behalf lay in the fact that the Mexican Railway was being 

11Garibay K., Diccionario Porrua, pp. 793-794, 165 
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built, at what the company considered to be a reasonable 
+ 1 2 

cost. 

Neither group said much about foreign investors and 

Mexican law, a subject so dear in the Tehuantepec concession -

ing. Foreigners, however, did not escape the editorial eye 

of El_ Siglo diez y_ nueve. The July 24, 1867, issue contained 

an editorial entitled simply "Foreigners." It concluded 

that foreigners were welcome so long as they were willing 

to submit themselves to Mexican law. They were not to have 

more rights than natives and should be aware of the particu-
13 

lar situation o± Mexico before they came. 

No matter how much editorial debate occurred, the matter 

was to be decided by congress. Yet it would not be too 

much to assume that arguments similar to those of Payno and 

Martinez de la Torre were voiced before that body. Congress 

renewed the concession; and on November 27, 1867, President 

Juarez issued a decree to formalize the matter. 

This decree renewed the sixty-five-year monopoly, the 

560,000-peso annual subsidy, the perpetual ownership of the 

railroad by the company, the prohibition of transfer without 

12 
Ml Siglo diez y_ nueve, Mexico City, 20 November 1867 , 

p. 1; Ibid., 23 November 1867, pp. 1-2. 

13 
II Siglo diez y_ nueve , Mexico City, 20 July 1867 , 

p. 1. 
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prior approval, and the use o£ eminent domain as specified 

by law. Moreover, it conceded a ten year duty exemption 

and held a 300,000-peso forfeit penality over the con-

cessionaires. Lastly, the company, now called the Mexican 

Railway Company, Limited, must complete the mainline and 

Puebla branch by December, 31, 1871. Overall, the decree 

was markedly similar to the 1861 and 1865 decrees.^ 

Evidently, Mexican leaders concluded that the Mexico-

Veracruz line was worth the outlay of public funds. Further-

more, with Minister of Progress Bias Balccircel in favor, 

it is doubtful that any serious opposition to the former 

Imperial Railway Company existed within the Juarez govern-

ment. After all, the company had produced. Only the most 

difficult part of the line remained incomplete; that is, 

the part which must ascend the abrupt rise in altitude west 

of Paso del Macho. 

Debate, however, did not end with the concession 

renewal. Some doubt existed as to whether the concession 

was constitutional. If the contract needed improvement, 

if there were doubt about the relationship between exclusivity 

and the constitutional article prohibiting monopoly, then, 

the noted Mexican Liberal, Francisco Zarco (1829-1869), 

14 
Legislacion, 1:745-756. 
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recommended that a special commission should be set up to 

make modifications. Whether on his advice or not, a special 

commission was established in 1868. Zarco argued that 

government supervision of construction (a further modifica-

tion desired by the government) was not unwise. He concluded 

that "progress cost sacrifices, but it should prove worth-

while." Zarco approved of the 1867 decree and believed 

that prompt completion of the project was best for all 

, 15 
concerned. 

Some like Mendiolea still believed the annual 560,000-

peso subsidy to be too high, that the company remained 

over-capitalized, and that the transfer to the French had 

been illegal. Furthermore, since monopoly was forbidden, 

no special dispensation should be given to the company. It 

was clearly the government's duty to subordinate concessions 

to the constitution."1"^ 

Emilio Pardo answered Mendiolea and Payno in a pamphlet 

published in 1868. He stated that, though the Empire had 

15 
El Siglo diez nueve, Mexico City, 5 April 1868, 

p. 1; Ibid., 14 May 1868, p. 1. 

16Emilio Pardo, Observaciones al dictamen de la comision 
especial de ferrocarril (Mexico, D.F.f F. Diaz de Leon y 
S. White, 1868) , p. 4; Emilio Pardo, Contestacion al discurso 
q u e sobre la cuestion del Ferrocarril de Veracruz" iMexico"^ 
D.F.: Ignacio Cumplido, 1868), pp. 11-12. 
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suspended subsidy in 1866, construction continued. No 

one, he continued, could deny that the company had laid 

track, even under hardship, for the French contracts of 

1862-1863 were an imposition, rather than the result of a 

voluntary request. While the government had agreed not to 

grant any other concessions over the same route for sixty-

five years (the monopoly clause), the subsidy ran for only 

twenty-five years; therefore, since the railroad was worth-

while, the subsidy was worth the sacrifice. Furthermore, 

how could Escandon have paid too little for the San Juan 

del Rio line, as had been charged, when he paid 750,000 

pesos for property valued at 690,000 pesos? The concession 

was not abusive nor overly beneficial to the concessionaire 

as had been charged. 

It is difficult to evaluate the arguments of Payno and 

Pardo, since neither presented corroborating evidence, nor 

was there any,consensus as to what constituted an ideal 

concession. An 1870 publication of the finance ministry 

placed the amount of public funds received by Escandon and 

the company at 16,816,536.91 pesos, while they expended but 

13,281 ,497.65 pesos. The difference was 3,535,029.26 pesos, 

17 
Pardo, Contestacion al discurso que sobre la cuestion 

del Ferrocarril de Veracruz, passim". ~~ 
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a sum hardly equal to the exhorbitant claims Payno made 

about the liquidation of the Escandon debt (yet 3,000,000 

pesos that should have gone into construction costs and not 

into a concessionaire's pocket). One contemporary observer, 

the ubiquitous Robert Gorsuch, characterized Payno as being 

candid and without rival in financial acumen in Mexico. But 

Payno was not an engineer, said Gorsuch, so his calculations 

of railroad costs were erroneous. Unfortunately, his 

observations shed little more light on Payno. Gorsuch 

agreed with Zarco that the best for all was prompt completion 

18 
of the railway. Evidently, the government agreed that 

the quickest means of concluding the project was to re-charter 

the Mexican Railway Company. 

A formal modification of the 1867 decree was issued on 

November 31, 1868, when the completion deadline was moved 

back a year to December 31, 1872. In addition the now 

valueless 8,000,000 pesos of government bonds given to 

Escandon in 1857-1858 were to be turned over to the national 

government. There were two other provisions: the govern-

ment gained the right to supervise construction, and government 

18 
Mexico, Ministerio de hacienda, Informe comprobado . . . 

d e l a naci<?n al ferrocarril de Veracruz a Mexico, p. 26; 
Siglo diez y_ nueve, Mexico City, 2 May 1868, pp. 1-3. 
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traffic was to be hauled, at twenty-five percent of the 

regular tariff instead of the former fifty percent. The 

grant remained unchanged on the matters of subsidy and 

monopoly. Several tariff regulations passed in 1873 and 

1874 also modified the concession. These were the only 

changes made after 1868 and before Porfirio Diaz took power. 

The construction deadline was met and service began in 

January, 1873. The Mexican Railway was never a money-maker 

and, ultimately, the government purchased the line after 

World War Two.19 

In 1868, Juan A. Zambrano made some observations about 

Mexican railroad policy. He concluded that lack of entrepre-

neurial experience was the reason for most concession failures 

Ignorance of how to form mixed companies equal to the task 

was the chief stumbling block resulting from inexperience. 

Lavish subsidies, he said, were ruinous; however, he failed 

to adequately define the term. He remarked that, if a 

railroad were built largely out of private funds, then it 

should have some rights in rate-making; however, if it were 

built largely with government money through subsidy, then 

the company must relinquish rate-making. The Mexican Railway 

19 
Legislacion, 1:799-803; Resefia Estadfstica, 1837-1894, 

pt. 1:5; and Everett L. DeGolyer, Jr. and Stan Kistler, 
"Mexicano," Trains, 21 (1961) :22. 
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should not charge high rates since it received a large 

government subsidy. Zambrano favored governmental pre-

eminence over concessionaires, a relationship long striven 

for by Mexico. ̂  

Another editorial in El_ Siglo diez nueve by trans-

planted Englishman, Edward Stephenson, stated that Mexico 

needed, first of all, a trustworthy army and responsible 

finance. Mexico should establish a raffle (sorteo) and 

form local railroad companies. Using convict labor and the 

raffle proceeds, a national rail network could be had in a 

21 

few years without outside help. The newspaper should 

have been above such naive editorials by 1868; after all, 

from the time of the San Juan line forward, railroads had 

cost Mexico money. 

If Mexico had precious few pesos for railroad develop-

ment, then it should decide just what type of railroad was 

best suited to Mexico. What type of railroads could meet 

its transportation needs and yet remain within its budgetary 

requirements? That question brought the gauge controversy 

of 1873, at a time when promoters were trying to obtain 

charters to link the United States and Mexico by railroad. 
20 E 1 Siglo diez £ nueve, Mexico City, 6 February 1868, 

p. 1. 

21 
Ibid., 4 May 1868, p. 1. 
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Interest in connecting these two countries by railroad 

brought gringo capitalists to Mexico after the Civil War. 

The vision of legendary wealth loomed large before them. 

One of these entrepreneurs, William S. Rosecrans ( ? -1898) 

late of the Union Army, believed in the legend of wealth, 

but concluded that Mexico lacked the capital base for build-

ing railroads. To get aid from outside Mexico must remain 

2 2 

stable and abide by its commitments. 

Most Mexicans wanted railroad development. President 

Juarez considered railroads a necessity that would be 

pursued after peace was established. But how would Mexico 

pursue railroad development? Yankee capitalists, like 

Rosecrans, for example, argued that Mexico must emulate the 

sacrifices made in the United States, where railroads were 

built only with subsidies and during stable conditions. 

However, concessions granted to suit concessionaires did 

not necessarily suit Mexico, and the experience with the 

Mexican Railway had made Mexico wary of entrepreneurs. 

22 
David M. Pletcher, Rails, Mines, and Progress: Seven 

American Promoters in Mexico, 1867-1911 (Ithaca: Cornell 
University Press, 1958), p. 68 (hereafter cited as Rails, 

K a n d Progress) ; W.S. Rosecrans, "La Doctrina Monroe," 
"destino_ manifesto," el_ ferrocarril de Ttixpan al 

Pacifico (Mexico, D.F.: Jos6 Batiza, 1870), pp. 11^16. 

23 
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Rosecrans came to Mexico in 1867 as minister for the 

United States. He became interested in railroad promotion 

and remained in Mexico after his removal by President Ulysses 

Grant in 1869. The first project he pursued was that of an 

interoceanic railroad from a place near Tampico to the 

Pacific coast. His agents petitioned Congress, and Rosecrans 

had support in high councils, for Minister of Finance 

Matias Romero (1837-1898) backed his proposal. Rosecrans 

24 

gained a concession on December 10, 1870. 

That decree authorized construction of a railroad 

from Tampico to a point on the Pacific coast near San Bias, 

with a connecting line from the mainline to Mexico City. 

Sections connecting Mexico City with either coast were to 

be finished in six years, and the remainder of the line was 

to be completed by the twelfth year. The concession contained 

a twenty-year exemption from duties for construction materials, 

but no direct cash subsidy. A 10,000 acre-per-kilometer land 

grant brightened the document for the concessionaire, but 

not for Mexicans, for the national title to lands in the 

conseguirlos propone el general Wm. S. Rosecrans (Mexico, 
D.F.: S.M. Aguilar Ortiz, 1872), passim. (hereafter cited 
as Mexico necesita atraerse el capital extranjero para 
construir sus ferrocarriles) 

24 
Pletcher, Rails, Mines, and Progress, pp. 39-45; 

Garibay K., Diccionario Porrtia, pp. 1341-1342. 
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region of the project was unclear. Any company formed 

was to be considered Mexican and subject to Mexican law, 

no matter where it was established. Finally, the con-

cessionaire was required to deposit a 200,000-peso performance 

25 

bond in the national treasury within eight months. 

While his agents secured the concession, Rosecrans 

canvassed the United States for financial support. He 

recounted Mexico's legendary wealth, concluding that it 

needed only railroads and stable currency to prosper. To 

that end Rosecrans would petition the Mexican congress to 

establish a national bank and a national railroad company. 

No one took much interest in his proposals save William 

Jackson Palmer, guiding light of the fledgling Denver and 

Rio Grande, who wanted to push his narrow gauge line from 

Denver through El Paso to Mexico City. Rosecrans made an 

agreement to act as Palmer's agent, becoming, technically, 

Palmer's subordinate; however, he did not act in such a 

26 
manner. 

Rosecran's agreement with Palmer called for him to 

seek certain modifications of the 1870 concession, which 

25 
Legislacion, 1:1191-1200; Pletcher, Rails, Mines, 

and Progress, p. 45. 

2 6 
Pletcher, Rails, Mines, and Progress, pp. 46-47; 

Rosecrans, Mexico necesita atraerse el capital extranjero 
para construir sus ferrocarriles, pp. 3-5. 
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contained no provision for an El Paso-Mexico City line. 

Before Rosecrans secured these alterations, he signed a 

contract with the Union Contract Company of Pennsylvania, 

potential builders of the Rosecrans-Palmer lines. Now, 

Rosecrans had to produce. Other modifications to be secured, 

besides the addition of the Mexico City-El Paso mainline, 

were cancellation of the unpaid 200,000-peso performance 

bond, the right to build a narrow gauge (three feet) track 

instead of a standard gauge (four feet eight and one-half 

inches) track, cash subsidies of 10,000 pesos per kilometer 

of mainline and 5,000 pesos per kilometer of branchline, 

and a construction period of eight years rather than the 

27 
original twelve years. 

Rosecrans' project was not the first proposal to 

connect the United States and Mexico; there had been five 

unsuccessful concessions before 1870 that called for linking 

Texas with the Pacific coast of Mexico. Rosecrans, however, 

2 8 

seemed close to realizing his plan. 

Rosecrans had no success in gaining the modifications 

in 1872 and 1873. He failed for several reasons besides 
2 7 
Pletcher, Rails, Mines, and Progress, pp. 48-6 8; 

W.S. Rosecrans, Representacion del general W.S. Rosecrans al 
soberano congreso de la union (Mexico, D.F.: N. Chavez, 
1873) , p. 14. 

2 8 
Resena Estadfstica, 1837-1894, pt. 1:12-13. 
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non-payment of the 200,000-peso performance bond. He had 

little respect for the Juarez and Lerdo governments, and 

became too closely associated with their opposition while 

his petition was being debated. There were other reasons 

for his failure besides his own shortcomings. 

Rosecrans and Palmer were not alone in their attempt 

to connect the United States, Mexico City, and the Pacific 

coast of Mexico. The Mexican Railway entertained thoughts 

of reaching the Pacific and maintaining its monopoly to 

the Mexico City-Gulf Coast traffic. The chief rival to the 

project, however, was another Yankee promoter, Edward Lee 

Plumb (1827-1912), who represented the International Rail-

way of Texas. He petitioned for a contract to connect 

Mexico City, the Pacific coast, and the International of 

Texas at Laredo, Texas. It was a standard gauge project.29 

Another reason for Rosecrans' failure was the criticism 

by many rail-minded Mexicans, who had serious doubts about 

his petition. While some argued that railroads were a life 

and death matter for Mexico, they also thought unwise 

concessioning was as great an evil. Gauge, they thought, 

29 
Pletcher, Rails, Mines, and Progress. pp. Si, 72 

105; Frank Knapp, "Precursors of American Investment in' 
Mexican Railroads," Pacific Historical Review. 21 
50, 52 , 56-58. ' ' 1 
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was a matter that should be determined by the government 

as a part of its policy of placing national over particular 

interest. Estanislao Canedo argued that, even though 

Rosecrans had dropped his subsidy demands to 8,000 pesos 

per kilometer of mainline, it was too high; 4,000 pesos per 

kilometer of mainline was the proper amount. Furthermore, 

Mexico should not subsidize branch lines, but leave them 

for private development and construction. On the question 

of the gauge, Canedo thought Mexico should commit its 

resources to building standard gauge mainlines. Overall, 

he said, Rosecrans was demanding too much of Mexico in 

comparison with the obligations his concession had to 

* 30 
meet. 

Rosecrans replied that his only objective was con-

struction of a railroad; he was not a buccaneer. He was not 

trying to compromise Mexican sovereignty with his project 

as the Plumb forces charged; he was only petitioning for a 

fair concession. Rosecrans said that he did not think of 

the Monroe Doctrine as the right to conquer the weak, but 

as a means of preserving and protecting weaker countries. 

30 
Jose Joaquin Cuevas, Disertacion sobre ferrocarriles 

(Mexico, D.F.: N. Chavez, 1872), passim; El Siglo diez y 
nueve, Mexico City, 13 May 1873, p. 1; Ibid., 19 MayT873 , 
p. 1; and Estanislao Canedo, Piscurso . . . el general W.S. 
Rosecrans (Mexico, D.F.: F. Diaz de Leon y S. White), passim. 
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Direct cash subsidies were needed because land grant acreage 

and stock and bond subscription money did not yield a 

sufficient capital base to build a railroad. Railroad 

realization meant national self-sacrifice. Moreover, the 

performance bond was an unnecessary millstone and impediment, 

given the inadequate capital base at that time. Finally, 

narrow gauge was the correct size for Mexico since it was 

cheaper, aside from the fact that the Denver and Rio Grande 

31 
was the same width. 

As Rosecrans' agents pressed for modifications in 1872 

and 1873, a battle over the proper gauge for Mexico erupted. 

Rosecrans argued in favor of narrow gauge, ostensibly 

because it was cheaper. It reduced the total cost of the 

project, he argued, from 27,000,000 to 18,900,000 pesos. 

Furthermore, narrow gauge railroads could haul the same 

tonnage of goods as standard gauge. 

A Yucatecan engineer, Santiago Mendez was the chief 

Mexican proponent of narrow gauge. He concluded that narrow 

31 
W.S. Rosecrans, Ferrocarriles, carte de general W.S. 

Rosecranz [sic] al general Ram oil Crona y_ contestaciffn deste 
s e^ o r (Mexico, D.F.: Vicente G. Torres, 1872), pp. 13-16; 
Rosecrans, La "Doctrina Monroe," el "destino manifesto," 
X. ferrocarril de Tuxpan al Pacifico, pp. 10-11. ~ 

32 
Mexi co necesita atraerse el capital extranjero para 

construir sus ferrocarriles, pp. 37-42. 
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gauge was the "modern gauge" that reduced dead weight by 

fifty percent, made do with shorter curves, was easier and 

quicker to build, and cost thirty to forty percent less than 

standard gauge. Thus for Mexico, short on capital and 

desirous of railroads, narrow gauge was the only solution. 

The first commission of industry of the Mexican congress 

reported favorably on narrow gauge in 1873; however, it was 

33 

notoriously pro-Rosecrans. 

Proponents of standard gauge thought narrow gauge would 

be inadequate for trunk lines. Why, they argued, if the 

smaller gauge were the better, were there only 483.5 miles 

of it in the United States compared to 68,216 miles of the 

larger gauge? Rosecrans' conclusion that the United States 

had made a costly error seemed far afield to them. The 

United States dropped narrow gauge, they continued, because 

it was inadequate to the task of moving passengers and freight 

in quantity at high speed, even though it was cheaper to 

build. Some even argued that standard gauge could be built 

at near the cost of narrow gauge. Finally, interchange with 

the Mexican Railway (standard gauge) would be easier.34 

3 3 
El Siglo diez £ nueve, Mexico City, 19 June 1873, pp. 1-

2; Santiago Mendez, Generalidades sobre ferrocarriles de fuertes 
pendientes sobre el sistema de via angosta (Mexico, D.FT: Ignacio 
Escalante, 1871), passim; and Mexico, Congress, Primera comision 
de industria, Pictamen . . . para el establecimiento de un ferro-
carril interoce&ntico (Mexico, D.F.: N. Chavez, 1873)~pp7 F-IN 

34 
El Siglo diez £ nueve, Mexico City, 3 June 1873, pp. 

1~2; Pletcher, Rails, Mines, and Progress, p. 54. 
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Rosecrans lost despite that favorable report from the 

first commission of industry. The Lerdo government made 

an attempt to have Plumb and Rosecrans combine forces in 

the interest of Mexico, but failed. Rosecrans left Mexico 

in the spring of 1873, after President Lerdo cancelled his 

concession, ostensibly because the performance bond 

• A -A 3 5 

remained unpaid. 

On the other side, Plumb received a concession on May 29, 

1873, only to have it annulled by congress the following 

November, after the International Railway of Texas went 

bankrupt during the panic of that year. His short-lived 

contract called for linking the Rio Grande with the Pacific 

coast. It was required to connect with the Mexican Railway 

and to be standard gauge. The concession also included a 

9,000-peso per kilometer cash subsidy and a fifteen-year 

exemption from import duties on construction materials. 

Plumb was disappointed, but bided his time. American stature 
3 6 

in Mexico was at low ebb. 
On November 20, 1873, a group known as "the Fourteen" 

(Anglo-Mexican directors of the Mexican Railway), received 
35 

Pletcher, Rails, Mines, and Progress, pp. 63-69. 

3 6 
Legislacion, 2:224-240; Pletcher, Rails, Mines, and 

Progress, 89-91. 
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permission to build a railroad from the Mexican Railway to 

the Pacific coast and to the Rio Grande, while Plumb lost 

his concession. Work on the Pacific coast extension was to 

begin within three months and to be finished in eighteen. 

The northern line was to be completed in ten years. Both 

lines were to be standard gauge. Furthermore, it was to be 

a Mexican company, non-transferable, exempted from import 

duties on construction materials for fifteen years, and to 

have junction rights with any other Mexican line. The 

concession included an 8,000 -peso -per kilometer subsidy. 

Subsequently, the group gained congressional approval on 

January 17, 18 74. ^ 

The concession had been issued during a ground swell 

for national enterprise. "The Fourteen" failed in their 

effort and Lerdo cancelled the concession on May 7, 1874. 

Plumb, who had left Mexico, returned and received a new 

concession on, December 5 , 1874 , and congressional approval 

Z Q 

the following June. 

The Mexican International Railroad Company, as it was 

to be known was granted the privilege of building a standard 

37 
Legislacion, 2:272-292; Pletcher, Rails, Mines, and 

Progress, p. 90; and Legislacion, 2:312-330. 

3 8 
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gauge railroad from a point on the Rio Grande to Leon, where 

it would connect with the Mexico-Leon Railroad, a national 

concern granted a concession on the same date Plumb received 

his. Construction of the international line was to be 

postponed until the Leon project was completed; nonetheless, 

the International Mexican Railroad was to be finished within 

six years of the concession date. The company was required 

to deposit a 200,000-peso performance bond in the national 

treasury as a sign of good faith. In return the company 

was to receive a fifteen year duty exemption for construction 

materials and a direct cash subsidy of 9,000 pesos per 

kilometer. The latter was to be paid until 3,000 kilometers 

of track had been laid. Funds to cover this subsidy were to 

come from the proceeds of special port duties. Plumb had 

no success. The depression had severely contracted the 

money market in the United States, and President Lerdo was 

forced from office by Porfirio Diaz (1830-1915) in 1876. 

It was under Diaz that a successful international railroad 

was concessioned and completed. 

Interest in an isthmian railroad had also continued, in 

spite of cancellation of the J.P. O'Sullivan transfer of 

39 
Legislacion, 2:377-392, 453-469; Garibay K., Diccion-

ario Porrua, pp. 500-501; Resena Estadistica, 1837-1894. 
pt. 1: 27. 
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1866. Emile La Sere formed a new Tehuantepec company and 

received a new concession from the Juarez government on 

October 6, 1867. It was similar to earlier grants calling 

for a plank road and railroad to be followed by a canal. 

The company was to begin construction within two years and 

could start from the mouth of the Coatzacoalcos river, 

rather than from upstream at the end of navigable waters. 

This was a change from earlier concessions. The company 

was to receive the usual exemption of duties on construction 

materials and was required to deposit a performance bond of 

100,000 pesos. In return the company was to receive a land 

grant of alternate square leagues on each side of the right-

of-way for each league of track laid. Once the project 

was completed, the company was to retain eighty-five percent 

of all liquid proceeds during the seventy-year life-span 

of the concession. The remaining fifteen percent went to 

the government, along with a twelve-centavo head and bulk-

lot tax. The concession was to become government property 

upon fulfillment of the contractual period. It was strictly 

a time-limit grant. The company was, as usual, to be 

considered a Mexican one, and was required to complete 

repayment of the Falconnet obligation. If a fuerza mayor 
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occurred, the time lost because of it would not count 

40 

against the limits imposed on the company. 

Evidently, no survey or work had been accomplished by 

1869, for the concession was renewed on January 2 of that 

year. The renewal called for completion of the survey 

within eighteen months; construction was to start within 

six months. The company was required to finish fifteen 

leagues a year until the railroad was completed. The canal, 

as usual, was to come later. Overall, there was little 
41 

change from the 1867 grant. 

Work did not begin, however, until January 9, 1871. 

The concessionaires pleaded fuerza. mayor. Nature was the 

culprit, for its Gulf Stream had played havoc with a supply 

ship bound for the isthmus from New York. The government 

agreed that a fuerza mayor had occurred and that the con-

cession was not forfeited. Indeed, on May 22, 1872, it was 

renewed again., for construction deadlines were not met on 

schedule. Finally, on December 14, 1874, the Lerdo government 

extended a cash subsidy of 7, 500 pesos for each kilometer 

of track laid; however, little was accomplished before the 

Profiriato began in 1876, and President Diaz revoked the 
40 
Legislacion, 1:719-731. 

41 
Ibid., 1:809-820. 
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La Sere grant in 1878. A new concession was let to 

E. Learned, who succeeded in laying thirty kilometers of 

track. Several concessions later, the railroad was completed 

by 1894. Like the Mexican Railway, it was never a moneys 

42 

maker. 

The second era of Mexican railroad policy making ended 

with the fall of President Lerdo in 1876. While Juarez 

seemed favorably disposed toward both railroads and Yankee 

capital, his successor, evidently, was not. Though Lerdo 

wanted Mexico to have railroads, he disliked American 

capital; he preferred European capital when it was available. 

Why was he opposed? Perhaps, the fact that the recent French 

intervention had begun over debt collection made him wary 

of creating grounds for possible pretexts by the United 

States. He, as well as a large portion of the Mexican 

populace, did not share Rosecrans' belief that manifest 

destiny was benign. Lerdo is supposed to have remarked 

about the United States that "between strength and weakness 

we preserve the desert."43 He did not favor the Yankee 
42 

Legislacion, 2:4-10, 94, 393-395; Glick, Straddling 
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de Mexico (Mexico, D.F.: N.P., 1951), p. 10. 
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influence that would result from the confluence of American 

railroads and Mexican trunklines to the north, for these 

lines would surely gravitate into alien hands given the 

economic strength behind them. Lerdo liked performance 

bonds but was wary of direct cash subsidies; however, he was 

44 

forced to give the latter to encourage promotion. 

Lerdo stressed national development with the concession 

to "the Fourteen" of 1873 and the Mexico-Leon contract of 

1874, while Guillermo Prieto (1818-1897) fanned the flame of 

anti-Yankee sentiment in congress. The Mexico-Leon railroad 

was to be the beginning of a trunk line that would tap 

Mexico's fledgling industrial complex when it reached 

45 

Queretaro. The terms doctrinaire and pragmatic were no 

longer appropriate descriptions of Mexican philosophies of 

economic development by 1867. They had fused in many ways. 

Native and European capital was not available in 

sufficient quantities to push Mexican railroad projects into 

construction, let alone toward completion. Lerdo was forced 
44 
Knapp, "Precursors of American Investment in Mexican 

Railroads," pp. 62-63. 
45 
Diaz, El_ problema ferrocarrillero de Mexico, pp. 13-
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(Mexico, D.F.: Museo Nacional de" Arquelogfa, Historia y 
Etnografia, 1933), p. 10. 
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to resort to Yankee capital and direct cash subsidy. That 

is why Plumb received his contract in 1874. Lerdo also 

hoped to encourage the perenially unsuccessful isthmian 

project by a direct cash subsidy in 1874. His policy was 

one of trying to balance governmental railroad promotion 

and its financial peculiarities to produce results. He 

failed. Lerdo!s policy moved toward consistency and toward 

a favorable comparison with that of the United States; 

however, it stopped far short, in terms of subsidization and 

independence of concessionaires vis-a-vis the government. 



CHAPTER V 

"jOJLA Y MEXICO SEA MAS PRACTICA EL EL AMOR DE 

MEJORAS MATERIALES!"1 

Mexican railroad development still remained an ideal 

more than a reality in 1876. True, the Mexican Railway-

was complete and in operation, yet it represented 470.750 

of Mexico's 679.853 kilometers of track in operation at 

2 

that date. It had been an era of paper railroads, public 

debate, and little actual construction. Apparently, Mexico 

wanted a 20,000-kilometer network, and on paper concessioned 

trackage approached that figure in 1876. Why had Mexican 

railroad policy failed? It failed because Mexico lacked 

the continuous stability to induce investment, the necessary 

capitalistic acumen to establish successful companies, and 

the will to grant direct subsidies as had the United States. 

The vision of legendary wealth and the need for better 

transportation led Mexico to seek railroads. As in the United 

1 M . Siglo diez Y_ n ueve , Mexico City, 23 November 1867, 
p. 2. 

2 
Mariano Tellez Pizarro, Apuntes histffricos sobre los 

ferrocarriles de la Republica Mexicana (Mexico, D.F.: 
Typografia de la direccion general de Telegrafos, 1906), 
p. 16. 

103 
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States, promoters perenially under-estimated actual costs 

of railroad projects. The beguiling legend of wealth, in 

the face of restrictive concessions, was not sufficient 

inducement to cause Mexicans to part with investment pesos. 

Mexico could not build trunklines without foreign capital; 

however, it could not decide whether to allow only European 

or both European and Yankee investment. Mexico mistrusted 

the intentions of its northern neighbor, who had taken so 

much of its territory as a result of the Mexican War. 

Mexico attempted to suit railroads to its peculiarities, 

but had no planned network it wished developed; neither had 

the United States. Mexico pursued a rather haphazard 

course. Its concessioning policy was rarely consistent 

for more than two years running. Of the projects promoted, 

the Veracruz-Mexico City and northern trunklines were closer 

to true railroad projects than the Tehuantepec line. The 

former were intended to connect two or more points as both 

outbound and inbound carriers, while the isthmian line was 

an interoceanic, bridge route where import-export traffic 

was of secondary importance. 

Mexican concession policy differed on the two types of 

projects. Monopoly, generous toll revenue sharing, and land 

grants were thought to be sufficient inducement for a 
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successful isthmian project. On the other hand, monopoly, 

perpetual ownership, and considerable cash subsidy seemed 

the effective stimulus for a trunkline project. The isthmian 

policy failed; the trunkline policy sometimes worked. 

Many experiments were made and several trends were 

established by Mexican concession policy before 1876. Some 

existed merely on paper; others came in more concrete form. 

The idea of a special fair never got off paper, but it was 

a novel idea. Colonization was included at one time in a 

set of concession guidelines, and in the Salas extension of 

the Garay grant in 1846. Later decrees forbade concessionaires 

of the Tehuantepec project to engage in colonizing. No 

consistent, enduring trend for colonization was established. 

Another trend was that away from perpetual ownership toward 

time-1imit contracts, a move more in keeping with Spanish 

tradition. The monopoly clause that gave a concessionaire 

the exclusive right to exploit a concession between two or 

more points was a trend established with the first railroad 

concession in 1837. 

The most important trends established by Mexican con-

cession policy between 1824 and 1876 were in the areas of 

subsidies and government superiority over concessionaires. 

Indirect subsidies consisted of exemption of import duties 
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on construction materials, and the exercise of eminent 

domain, for example. Direct subsidies consisted of cash 

and land grants,, There had been no direct subsidy promised 

prior to the San Juan del Rio project; however, the real 

trend toward substantial cash subsidies began with the 

Escandon grant of 1861. In the matter of subsidies there 

was no favorable comparison between Mexico and the United 

States. Government superiority over concessionaires consisted 

of subordinating them to Mexican law. Consequently, the 

government demanded that companies be legally Mexican, that 

concessionaires abide by their commitments, and that national 

interest prevail over particular interest. Beginning with 

the isthmian project, Mexico demanded, on occasion, that 

concessionaires deposit substantial performance bonds in 

the national treasury as a sign of good faith. The government 

was desirous of insuring that it would not be compromised 

by foreign claims nor victimized by concessionaires. All 

too often, however, concessions were too restrictive to be 

successful. 

A more consistent trend in concessioning took place 

after 1867. Most contracts contained direct grants of cash 

and/or land, as well as the usual inducements. Some earlier 

concessions such as the La Sere grant received direct cash 
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subsidies after the original contract was let, bringing 

them up to date. That era between 186 7 and 18 76 was by no 

means golden, yet almost a synthesis of a consistent national 

railroad policy was established. Many of the trends of that 

decade became part of Diaz's successful policy in the 1880's. 

The major ingredient that he added was that giving the 

concessionaire ascendancy over the national interest; 

however, by the 1890's that ingredient had soured. In that 

decade, Mexico established a consistent, national railroad 

policy, returning to national ascendancy and establishing 

the trend toward nationalization (the ultimate result of 

time-limit grants.). 

What Mexico had tried to do was to find, if possible, 

the elusive balance between national interest, private 

interest, and financial stability, that would stimulate 

railroad construction without subordinating the nation to 

the concessionaires. Mexico found it an impossible goal 

between 1824 and 1876. Since it was unwilling to take the 

necessary plunge, the best characterization of the 1824-1876 

concession era was written by George W. Crawley, who remarked 

"iOjala y Mexico sea mas practica en el amor de mej oras 

3 
materiales!" 

3 
El Siglo diez j_ nueve, Mexico City, 23 November 186 7, 

p. 2. 
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